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Introduction

is currently paying. Though these improvements benefited the South
Westgate area, it was clear that the limited finances, coupled with the
immense needs of the entire CRA district, would make redevelopment
a lengthy process. Over the next several years, the CRA concentrated
on acquiring land and developing financing for the North Westgate
Avenue Infrastructure Improvement Program. This program is
currently under construction.

The Westgate Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Agency,
(CRA) was established in 1988 by the Board of County Commissioners
(BOCC) as a special district for the redevelopment of the area. The
agency was created pursuant to Chapter 163, Part III of the Florida
Statutes, which outlines a comprehensive program providing the legal
framework and financing mechanisms available to a local government
for addressing the slum and blighted conditions of an arel. The
purpose of the CRA therefore is to revitalize the physical environment
and economy of the district.

By 1999 the tax increment (Ad Valorem) dollars that finance the CRA
were sufficient for the CRA Board to hire staff, and by 2001 the current
Executive Director and Administrative Assistant were charged with
continuing the process of implementing the Redevelopment Plan and
handling the day-to-day operations. In a January 2003 workshop, the
CRA Board directed the staff to update and amend the 1989
Redevelopment Plan to reflect current conditions and demographics.
In December 2003, this current amended Plan was ratified by the CRA
Board

After the BOCC created the CRA, it appointed a CRA Board of
Commissioners (Advisory Board,) to act as a policy making body.
Subsequendy, with the assistance of the County and private
consultants, the CRA Board commissioned the preparation of a
Redevelopment Plan for the district. The resulting docwnent, the 1989
Redevelopment Plan, was adopted by the BOCC by Ordinance No. 896 on May 9th 1989.

Executive Summary
Like the County's Comprehensive Plan, the Community
Redevelopment Plan is an evolving document that must be evaluated
and amended on a regular basis in order to accurately reflect changing
conditions and community objectives. This Plan has been prepared to
amend and update the original redevelopment plan of 1989, and
to establish future actions based on new priorities set forth by
stakeholders of the CRA in a series of meetings.

The original :redevelopment plan of the CRA was primarily a physical
plan concentrating on land use issues, infrastructure needs,
transportation, and the methods of financing improvements to address
those needs. Unfortunately, however, the plan's projectiOns for
funding were not realized, and therefore initial funds wert! minimal, and
redevelopment began slowly.
Since the Plan had determined that one of the major issuts was the
poor drainage and excessive flooding of the Westgate Estates
neighborhoods, the BOCC assisted the CRA in securing bond
financing (a loan) for an Infrastructure Improvement
Program. The improvements included retrofitting of the storm-water
drainage system, replacement of the sewer septic system, construction
of sidewalks, and pavement of streets in the South Westgate Avenue
area, among other things. These improvements were finillhed in 1996
at a cost of approximately four (4) million dollars, an exptnse the CRA
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The update of the original plan began with a CRA Board workshop in
January of 2003. In March, the Board retained the services of Civic
Design Associates, an Economic Development, Urban Design &
Planning consulting firm, to assist with the planning process. During
the spring and early summer, Civic Design and CRA staff conducted
numerous interviews with residents, the business community, and
County staff. The next step was a community charrette in September
wherein the participants were invited to share their perspectives on the
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Executive Summary

immediate needs of the community, as well as their visions for the CRA
for the next 10-20 years. Through this process, the stakeholders
identified a number of pressing needs which, not surprisingly, were
similar to the needs and concerns in the original redevelopment plan,
i.e., poor drainage, and overall blighted appearance of the
neighborhoods. While everyone recognized that there has been
improvement in the overall appearance of the district, thdre is still
much to be accomplished in order to leverage and stimulAte the type of
public interest and private investment necessary to achieve
revitalization and redevelopment.

Allowing a wider range of permitted uses will provide more
development opportunities. Similarly, as stated in the economic
development section, the CRA will develop incentives to involve the
business community in the commercial corridor planning process.
While the amended plan is a starting point for initiating action and ,
evaluating progress, it is clear that the plan and programs contained
therein will take time and additional financing to develop. Additionally,
implementation of the plan will depend on a partnership of many,
including public, non-profit, and private-for-profit entities, to make
redevelopment happen.

The amended Plan provides the framework for programming activities
within the CRA. Obviously, it is not possible to fund all t>f the
programs within the first few years; therefore, the Plan cdntinues to
prioritize the most pressing needs (infrastructure improvdments and
neighborhood revitalization,) while providing some fundihg for other
programs (commercial corridor development,) intended to attract
immediate attention and investment to the CRA. For example,
beautification of the Congress Ave medians and other neighborhood
areas, as well as the street lighting program, are several of the short
term programs intended to continue the momentum of the planning
process.

Finally, a special thank you to all those individuals who contributed
time and effort to the development of the amended plan and also to
those who, due to other commitments, could not fully participate. To
the residents, owners, business community and public officials, we
challenge you to continue your commitment to make the CRA a great
place to live, work, and play. This is a new beginning so let's get to
work and have fun in the process.

Jose M. Sosa,J.D.
Executive Director

The CRA will continue to work with all stakeholders including the
County Departments and Divisions to streamline the development
process. While the CRA will lead the efforts toward redeVelopment, it
cannot do it alone. Some of the programs in Section V Redevelopment
Programs, for instance, will need flexible development standards and
regulations. Most County regulations are designed for larger sites in
newer subdivisions. These regulations penalize older areas like the
CRA that have smaller lots, minimal road capacity and inadequate or
deteriorating infrastructure. Regulatory relief will be a netessity to
spark development.
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II.

A. Introduction and Background
This document is entitled ''Westgate/Belvedere Homes Conununity
Redevelopment Plan (Plan)." This document is an amendnient to the
existing Plan, which was adopted in May 1989. The
Westgate/Belvedere Homes Conununity Redevelopment Area (CRA) is
governed by a board appointed by the Palm Beach County
Commission.

Background and Existing Conditions

The CRA comprises approximately 1,007 acres. The boundaries of the
CRA are Okeechobee Boulevard on the north, Belvedere Road on the
south, Florida Mango Street on the east, and Military Trail on the west.
The legal description of the CRA is described in the Appendix.

1. General Description. The CRA is situated in Palm Beach County
(County), Florida, a coastal county located in the southeastern part of
Florida. The total population of the CRA in the year 2000 amounted to
approximately 8,158 people. The County's current population
amounted to approximately 1,131,184 people in 2000, compared with
863,518 people in 1990.
Figure 2.2- Aerial Photo ofthe CRA

.......

Palm Beach County
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Figure 2.1 Map

The conununity today needs many basic improvements, including
drainage improvements, sanitary sewer in parts of the district, adequate
housing, conununity amenities, street improvements, economic
development, crime prevention, and code enforcement. The area is
blighted and needs the tools and authority of a conununity
redevelopment agency to intervene to improve the quality of life for its
residents and businesses. In spite of its current blighted conditions, the
CRA area has great potential for redevelopment, which may include
new housing, street beautification, and construction of office and
industrial buildings. In addition, the CRA can provide the leadership
needed to solve the most pressing infrastructure issue, inadequate
drainage.

ofPalm Beach County
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The CRA has been involved with nwnerous developmerlt projects;
however, two major projects that the CRA has completed since its
inception are the widening of Westgate Avenue to four lAnes and a
median turning lane, and the South Westgate Infrastructl.lre
Improvements. At present, the North Westgate Infrastructure
Improvement project and the Congress Avenue Median Improvement
Program are both under construction.
In 1988 the County prepared a Finding of Necessity for the CRA and
determined that it qualified for redevelopment as defined by Chapter
163, Part IV of the State Statutes. On April18, 1989, th~ County
Commission passed Resolution #9-89-649, approving a Finding of
Necessity for the CRA.
In 1989, after the completion of the Finding of Necessity", the County
adopted a Redevelopment Plan for the CRA. In 1991, the CRA
prepared a master plan regarding implementation, particlllarly for
infrastructure. In 2003, the CRA decided to update and incorporate the
above plans into one that included a vision of the community and
reflected current trends in the district. The CRA Board desired to
include residents, business owners, property owners, and cdunty
officials in the process. The CRA contracted with the fum t>f Civic
Design Associates, Urban Planners, to conduct community workshops
and to prepare the First Amendment to the CRA Plan.
The plan presented in this docwnent is a synthesis of the many ideas
discussed at the workshop and meetings with residents. Prior to the
workshop, nwnerous interviews were conducted with re:lidents,
business owners, public servants, and government leaders to identify
issues and explore solutions to problems in the CRA Area. These ideas
are presented in Section III and Section IV of this Plan.
The 2004 docwnent, "The Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community
Redevelopment Plan," provides the framework for progtamming
redevelopment activities within the CRA. The plan sets forth a series
of implementation steps and specific projects intended to leverage or
Westgate/Belvedere Homes CRA Redevelopment Plan
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stimulate the type of public interest and private investment necessary to
achieve the revitalization. The CRA Commission formally adopted the
Plan on December 8, 2003.

B. Finding of Necessity
The Palm Beach County Commission by adoption of Resolution #R89-649 on April18, 1989, found the Westgate/Belvedere Homes
Community Redevelopment Area to be impaired by a combination of
factors and conditions indicative of blight, as defined in the
Redevelopment Act, and thus authorized the preparation of the
Original Plan. The Original Plan and the First Amendment identify
and develop plans and activities to eliminate and prevent the spread of
blighting conditions and to develop workable programs to aid in
rehabilitation, conservation, and redevelopment.

C. Authority to Undertake Community Redevelopment
This docwnent has been prepared under the direction of the
Westgate/Belvedere Homes CRAin accordance with the Community
Redevelopment Act of 1969, F. S. 163, Part III. In recognition of the
need to prevent and eliminate slwn and blighted conditions within the
community, the Act confers upon counties and municipalities the
authority and powers to carry out "Community Redevelopment." For
the purposes of this Community Redevelopment Plan, the following
definition, taken from the Florida State Statutes shall apply.
' "Community redevelopment" or "redevelopment" means
undertakings, activities, or projects of a county, municipality, or
community redevelopment agency in a community redevelopment area
for the elimination and prevention of the development or spread of
slwns and blight or for the provision of affordable housing, whether
for rent or for sale, to residents of low or moderate income, including
the elderly, and may include slwn clearance and redevelopment in a
community redevelopment area, or rehabilitation or conservation in a
community redevelopment area, or any combination or part thereof, in
II- 2
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accordance with a community redevelopment plan and may include the
preparation of such a plan.'

Plan".)
Certain projects, programs, undertakings, and actions
contemplated in the Original Plan are being implemented and will be
continued in the amended version. Nothing in the first amendment is
intended nor shall anything herein be interpreted to stop, curtail, limit
or restrict the implementation of those projects, programs,
undertakings and actions unless expressly stated herein.

The ability of a county or municipality to utilize the authority granted
under the Act is predicated upon the adoption of a "Finding of
Necessity" by the governing body. This finding must demonstrate that:
(1)

One or more slum or blighted areas, or one ot more
areas in which there is a shortage of how~ing
affordable to residents of low or moderate irtcotne,
including the elderly, exist in the county or
municipality; and,

(2)

The rehabilitation, conservation, or redevelopment, or
a combination thereof, of such area or ateas is
necessary in the interest of the public health, safety,
morals, or welfare of the residents of the county or
municipality. '2

Background and Existing Conditions

This

Plan contains provisions that contemplate actions to be taken by Palm
Beach County, including the County Commission and various divisions,
departments or boards of the County. All actions pursuant to the Plan
are subject to County review.

D. The Community Redevelopment Plan

The Wes~te/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Agency,
reserves for itself, its officers, employees and agents, ill the powers,
duties and responsibilities vested to it and pro"\>ided by the
Redevelopment Act to carry out the purposes and intent of this
Redevelopment Plan, including the use of the powtr of eminent
domain.
It is the intent of the County of Palm Beach and the
Westgate/Belvedere Homes CRA that whenever reference is made in
this Redevelopment Plan to County or CRA in undertaking or
exercising some of the power or authority granted by the
Redevelopment Act, then such power and authority are deemed to have
been granted and exercisable in connection with the implementation of
this Plan.
This plan updates and amends the CRA Redevelopment Plan adopted
by the Palm Beach County Commission on May 16, 19M (the "Original
Westgate/Belvedere Homes CRA Redevelopment ~lan

All public redevelopment activities expressly authorized by the
Community Redevelopment Act and funded by tax increment financing
must be in accordance with a redevelopment plan approved by the
CRA and the County Commission. Like the County's Comprehensive
Plan, the Community Redevelopment Plan is an evolving document,
which is evaluated and amended on a regular basis in order to
accurately reflect changing conditions and community objectives.

E. Tax Increment and Tax Increment Financing
The State, in adopting Florida Statute 163, Part III, created the CRA's
main source of income, tax increment funds (TIF). All CRAs in
Florida are dependent taxing districts, which means that they depend
upon other taxing districts to make contributions to their trust fund.
The TIF funds are based upon the added value of property values
within a CRA district once the base year has been set by a CRA's
governing body. When the Westgate/Belvedere Homes CRA was
established in 1989, its base year property evaluation (taxable value)
amounted to $190,169,267. In the current FY 2004, the property
evaluation amounts to $305,468,840. The incremental difference,
subtracting one from the other amounts to $115,299,573. Given the

II· 3
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tax rate of Palm Beach County set for FY 2004 at 4.5 mils and the Fire
Rescue District's rate of 3.05 mils, the Westgate/Belvedere Homes
CRA's tax increment income, after a 5% required Statutory reduction,
amounts to $826,986 for FY 2004.
Tax increment revenue can be used for any programs that are described
in an approved Community Redevelopment Plan. Tax irtcrement funds
can also be used for administrative costs and for the repayment of
revenue bond(s) debt service and fees. As the CRA invests its funds on
redevelopment projects and programs, and completes them, it is
expected that the assessed property values in the CRA will rise, which
in tum will provide for more tax increment income. Sigrtificant tax
increment revenue does not appear until redevelopment occurs and
existing property values increase. The Westgate/Belvedere Homes
CRA used its funds in the first twelve years of its existence on
infrastructure improvements such as sewer service, drainage
improvements, and roadway construction. The CRA will continue to
spend its funds on infrastructure, but as described in Section VI of the
Plan, will expand into other areas of activity including land acquisition,
housing, and other programs.
One of the most powerful tools that a CRA has in order to encourage
redevelopment is the power to issue revenue bonds. The
Westgate/Belvedere Homes CRA has utilized this authority, and with
the assistance of the County secured approximately $4 million of bonds
to initiate and complete the South Westgate Infrastructure
Improvement Project several years ago. The CRA uses a portion of its
annual funds to pay the bonds debt. Over time the CRA will continue
to utilize this tool to finance infrastructure and many other programs
and projects. By making improvements with the funds generated by
revenue bonds, the CRA will accelerate the redevelopment process.

F. Consistency with the Pahn Beach County Comprehensive
Plan
Florida Statutes require that the Community Redevelopment Plan be
consistent with the County's Comprehensive Plan. In order to remain
current the Plan may have to be amended when programs are changed,
or as new programs and projects are proposed. To maintain
consistency with the County's Comprehensive Plan a two-tiered
approach may be used during the amendment process.
The first step in the process is an administrative determination by the
County's Planning Department, as to whether the proposed
amendment is procedural/technical (e.g. changes to dates, amount of
project funding, updating the program, etc.) or substantive (e.g.
adoption of a new program). Under the former determination, the
amendment would go directly to the County Commission accompanied
by a written staff "finding." Under the latter, the amendment would
first be reviewed by the Land Use Advisory Board for determination of
consistency with the County's Comprehensive Plan and then forwarded
to the County Commission with recommendations.
Those portions of the CRA Plan and subsequent amendments, which
involve only the resources of the CRA, will not be included with the
County's Comprehensive Plan. However, wherever significant County
participation is part of a CRA project and participation has not been
addressed in the Comprehensive Plan, it may be necessary to process a
Comprehensive Plan Amendment prior to action by the County.
Generally it will be necessary to amend the Comprehensive Plan in
order to accommodate the following:
•

•

Westgate/Belvedere Homes CRA Redevelopment Plan
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Those portions of the CRA Plan which would otherwise be
in conflict or inconsistent with the Comprehensive Plan as it
is now written; and
To reassess and modify existing policies in the Land Use
Element that call for joint CRA/County participation.

II· 4
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In summary, the CRA Community Redevelopment Plan tneets the
criteria for consistency with the Comprehensive Plan. Refer to the
Appendices for a review of this plan by the Palm Beach County
Planning Department.

It is also important to note that through the combined efforts of the
CRA, the County, and private development, the neighborhood housing
stock will be expanded and thereby provide opportunities for the
relocation of residents elsewhere in the neighborhood.

G.

When required by redevelopment actions, the relocation of residents
and businesses within the Community Redevelopment Area will follow
the officially adopted CRA procedures. Any financial assistance
required by these procedures will become the responsibility of the CRA
or other participating governmental agencies.

Neighborhood Impacts of Redevelopment Efforts

The following section describes the potential impacts of tedevelopment
efforts on the residential neighborhood of the CRA Area. While
neighborhood impacts have been considered for the specific
redevelopment actions recommended in the Plan, it should be noted
that many of these projects are in the early stages of planhirtg.
Therefore, some impacts resulting from their implementlltion may be
determined at a later date, particularly as projects become more clearly
defined.

Traffic Circulation
Proposed road and traffic improvements will be designed to provide
safe and convenient movement of pedestrians and vehicles to, within,
and through the Redevelopment Area.

Relocation of J;>isplaced Residents and Businesses
Environmental Quality
In connection with the contemplated projects in this plart, some
relocation of residents may become necessary. It is also important to
note that changing conditions and modifications to planrted projects
may result in additional residential and/ or business displacement. In
the event that existing or future CRA projects do require the relocation
of residents or businesses~ a relocation plan will be included with the
project, submitted for official action by the Board of Commissioners.

The CRA proposes to improve the environmental quality of the
redevelopment Area as redevelopment proceeds. These improvements
are primarily related to the recommended improvements to the
infrastructure (drainage, water, sewer,) and the emphasis on code
enforcement and housing rehabilitation.

Community Facilities
In accordance with the Community Redevelopment Act of 1969, F. S.
163, Part III, the Westgate/Belvedere Homes CRA is authorized to
"prepare plans for and assist in the relocation of persons (irtcluding
individuals, families, business concerns, nonprofit organizations and
others,) displaced from a community redevelopment area, and to make
relocation payment to or with respect to such persons for moving
expenses and losses of property for which reimbursement ot
compensation is not otherwise made, including the making of such
payments financed by the Federal Government."

Westgate/Belvedere Homes CRA Redevelopment Plan

CRA activities are anticipated to have a positive impact on the existing
community facilities in the Redevelopment Area. There will be
continuing improvement to all service systems (parks, roads, sidewalks,
drainage, and utilities.)

II- 5
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Schools

H.

The elementary and high schools in the CRA are adequate for the
anticipated residential growth in the Redevelopment Area. The
Amended Redevelopment Plan does not anticipate any impact on the
capacity of these schools.

The Westgate/Belvedere Homes CRA consists of five distinct
neighborhoods. Two of them, Golfview Heights and Westgate, are
separated from each other by the L-2 Drainage Canal, which runs eastwest through the middle of the CRA. A third is a small section known
as Belvedere Heights, located south of the L-2 Canal and immediately
west of Florida Mango Road. The fourth and fifth are Lakeside Mobile
Home Park and Palm Beach Colony Mobile Home Park, both located
between Congress Avenue and Florida Mango Road. In addition to
these neighborhoods are several apartment complexes: Quail Ridge,
Mallards Landing, and Live Oak Plantation. Each of these areas has its
own character, and its own set of problems that must be resolved. Yet,
one problem that is common to all the neighborhoods is that of
flooding because of insufficient drainage. A second immediate
infrastructure issue is the lack of a sanitary sewer system in
approximately one half of the Golfview Heights neighborhood. These
issues will be discussed later in this report.

Fig. 2.3 Go(foiew Heights Neighborhood

Introduction

Westgate was founded as the subdivision Westgate Estates in 1921. At
the time, it was the most western area of the City of West Palm Beach,
and thus was named as a western gateway into the city. The area was
swampland, so many southern families who were hard hit by the 1929
Depression could afford to build cheaply on the land, or to rent or buy
existing homes. In 1931, however, the city de-annexed this subdivision,
and it has remained unincorporated since.
Golfview Heights (referred to by the CRA as Belvedere Homes,) was
platted in 1951 on a former golf course built in 1934 by the Federal
Works Progress Administration. The developer of the neighborhood
was named Belvedere, so the moniker ''Belvedere Homes" was
informally given to the new construction that was rising. An interesting
note is that almost all of these houses originally looked similar, with
only slight variation in window placement and roof pitch direction.
Over the years, however, residents have added additions and garages,
personalizing their homes.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes CRA Redevelopment .,lan
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Figure 2.4 Wes{gate Neighborhood

Figure 2.5 Belvedere Heights Neighborhood

The CRA area is bounded by main arterial roads that carty traffic to the
Palm Beach International Airport and to the large-scale commercial
shopping strips on Okeechobee Boulevard and Military trail. Local
roads and canals wind through the neighborhoods. The largest of these
local roads is Westgate Avenue, formerly the main street for
neighborhood retail. Traffic from the large boundary raids makes its
way through the neighborhood streets, as people search for short cuts.
In general, all five neighborhoods have the same problems including
excess cars in driveways and on lawns, trash on front laWns and in
canals, and safety concerns of crime and vandalism. Yet positive
aspects of the neighborhoods include churches, schools lind day care,
sidewalks on a number of streets, a Community Center with ballfields,
and residents who strive to improve their living conditio1ls.

I.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes CRA Redevelopment Plan

Existing Conditions

The following discussion addresses some of the existing conditions of
the neighborhood, including land use.

1. Population and Demographics. The CRA area sits within US
Census Tracts 29 and 30. Westgate is located in Census Tract 29, and
Golfview Heights is in Census Tract 30. The total population of the
neighborhoods in the year 2000 amounted to approximately 8,158
people. This is a larger population than nineteen (19) of the thirtyseven (37) municipalities in Palm Beach County.
Other data from the 2000 Census describes the median ages of the area
as 29 years of age for Tract 29 and 32 years of age for Tract 30. These
can be compared to the median age of 42 years for Palm Beach County
as a whole. A breakdown by race indicates that the neighborhoods are
more diverse than the County as a whole. In 2000, Census Tract 29
was 38.1% White, 29.4% Black or African-American and 31% Hispanic
or Latino. Census Tract 30 was 44.2% White, 18.5% Black or African-
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American, and 34% Hispanic or Latino. Palm Beach Cobnty, by
comparison, is 70.6% White, 13.8% Black or African-American, and
12.4% Hispanic or Latino.
Home ownership data for the entire CRA area reveals that 59.5% of
the residents own their own homes and 39.5% are rentetll. Breaking
this down by Census Tract, we see that in Westgate (fra~ 29,) only
39.1% of residents own their homes, while Golfview Heights (Tract 30)
has a much higher percentage of owner-occupied homes 1 80.4%.
2. Income. The median household income in 2000 fot the Census
Tracts amounted to $26,493 annually. However, over 22.4% of the
households fall below the poverty level.
3. Building Patterns and Urban Design. Throughout the CRA
neighborhood, the building types and street patterns vary. One story
office parks, auto repair, and storage facilities line Congress Avenue
and Florida Mango Road. At Congress and Belvedere is the Kennel
Club, a greyhound racetrack. To the west are one and two story county
buildings, and the marine training grounds.
The neighborhood of Westgate Estates consists of one story, primarily
single family homes. It is laid out in a grid, but some of the streets dead
end into the L-2B Canal to the west.
Golfview Heights, also a neighborhood of one story, single family
homes, is a combination of straight and winding streets. There is
almost a grid, but one finds that many streets curve around and turn
direction. In addition, several streets come to a stop at dead ends.
4. Employment. Employment opportunities within the CRA are
found mainly on the peripheral roads Military Trail, Okeechobee
Boulevard, and Belvedere Road. The commercial businesses in these
areas include shopping centers, restaurants, offices, automobile
dealerships and service centers. Small businesses are loctted on
Congress Avenue and Westgate Avenue, but these offer limited
Westgate/Belvedere Homes CRA Redevelopment Plan
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employment opportunities. Increasing both the employment rate and
the skills of the residents in the CRA is an important goal The
workforce center on Okeechobee Boulevard is one resource that
provides training to help the county residents.
According to the 2000 census data, 61.9% of residents aged sixteen and
above worked 50-52 weeks a year. The percentage increases to 82.7%
for residents 16 and above who were employed, but not necessarily for
the entire year.
Major employers in or near the CRA include the Palm Beach
International Airport, the Palm Beach Kennel Club, and the Cross
County Mall, among others. In late 2004, a Super Wal-Mart will be
locating in the CRA, creating approximately 600 additional jobs.
5. Infrastructure. Information and Input for this section was
provided by the engineering firm of Keshavarz and Associates, Inc.
a.

Water: Currendy, potable water is available throughout Westgate
and Golfview Heights. In selected areas of Golfview Heights, pipe
sizes are 3" and 4" diameter, but adequate fire protection requires a
minimum of 6" pipe diameter. Therefore, it is estimated that
approximately 30% of this community lacks adequate fire
protection at this time. Additionally, asbestos cement pipes (ACP)
were utilized in various areas. A discussion was held with the Palm
Beach County Water Utilities Department (PBCWUD) to address
the current state of the water distribution system and the desired
upgrades. It is recommended that when stormwater and
wastewater system improvements are being planned in Golfview
Heights, water distribution system improvements should also be
given serious consideration.

b. Sewer: A sewer system was recendy completed in the
neighborhood of Westgate. However, approximately one half of
the homes in Golfview Heights (about 300) are still using septic
systems. These homes are generally clustered in the northern and
II- 8
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eastern sections of the community. Without a central ststem,
homeowners cannot make major additions to their hon1es since the
septic field falls within their backyard. In addition, the turrent
septic system rules require much larger areas for fields, and the
backyards of Golfview Heights homes do not meet the current
regulation. Finally, since Golfview Heights is one of the lowest
areas in the county, the partially treated sewerage can likely seep
into the underground water table, causing an envirorlmental hazard.
Therefore, it is the intention of the CRA to complete a central
sanitary sewer system in Golfview Heights as soon a$ possible.
While this project is a high priority for the CRA, the costs for
installation of a sanitary sewer system is currently assessed at $6.5
million.

F~.

2.6 Area in Go!foiew He~hts that lacks sanitary sewer.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes CRA Redevelopment Platn
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Drainage: The issue of drainage and flooding affects many, if not
most residents of the neighborhoods. It also severely limits both
residential and commercial development. The CRA area is in the
C-51 Basin, and is one of the lowest-lying area of Palm Beach
County. The flooding problem is one of overcapacity, as the entire
area eventually drains into one canal, the C-51 (West Palm Beach
Canal.)
The two main canals in the CRA are the L-2, which runs between
the Westgate and Golfview Heights neighborhoods, and the Palm
Beach International Airport Canal (PBIA), which runs west of the
airport. A control structure under Congress Avenue splits the
direction of the water flow of the L-2. Water east of the structure
drains into a Stub Canal west ofi-95, which then takes it south into
the C-51 Canal. Water west of the structure drains into the PBIA
Canal, which then runs south into the C-51. These two branches
of the L-2 are under different management. The eastern section is
managed by Palm Beach County, and the western section, by the
Lake Worth Drainage District. This fragmentation of management
complicates coordination and maintenance.
There are two other canals to assist with drainage in the Westgate
neighborhood. The L-2B Canal runs through the western section
of the neighborhood from the L-2 to a spot near Okeechobee
Boulevard. Several streets in the neighborhood dead-end at this
canal. The eastern part of Westgate absorbs some rainfall in theE3 V2-8 Canal, which runs east of Congress Avenue from the L-2 to
a spot near Okeechobee Boulevard.
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system of swales, catch basins and drainage pipes. Similar
improvements are currently underway in the North Westgate area.
But improvements have not yet been made in Golfview Heights.
Golfview Heights is at a lower elevation than the Westgate
neighborhood and without improvements or internal canals,
continues to suffer from flooding.

Fig. 2.7 The L-2 Canal
In addition, several small canals are found east of Congress
Avenue. These include a canal west of the Lakeside Mobile Home
Park, a canal in between the Palm Beach Colony Mobile Home
Park and Belvedere Heights, and a canal south of Old Okeechobee
Boulevard.
Finally, there are various detention ponds throughout the
neighborhoods, as well as two that serve the automobile rental
companies along Belvedere Road. A ditch along Belvedere Road
takes stormwater from here to the PBIA Canal.
The problem of flooding is so severe in the CRA be~ause the area's
elevation is one of the lowest in Palm Beach County. The
elevation ranges between 12 and 16 feet above sea level. The
Lakeside Mobile Home Park is at the lowest point, and as a result,
suffers the worst flooding.

Compensation requirements for development require that the
developer contain the volume of stormwater that is displaced by
the building's footprint. In addition, new development must meet
the detention requirements of the County, the Lake Worth
Drainage District (LWDD), and the South Florida Water
Management District (SFWMD). The County is stricter, requiring
enough capacity for the 25 year storm event. The other districts
only require capacity for the 10 year storm event. So even if any
area can meet the 10 year storm capacity, it cannot be built upon if
it cannot meet the County's 25 year storm capacity requirement.
But even where development can occur, the landowners must
purchase an extra piece of property to leave undeveloped in order
to retain water. This process discourages development and results
in wasted land, unsightly yards, and broken streetscapes. Finally,
any new construction must locate the flrst floor elevation above the
level of a 100 year, 3 day storm, which is 18 inches of water over
three days. These rigorous requirements have prevented major
development in the CRA. However, the CRA is currently engaged
in discussion with the South Florida Water Management District,
the Lake Worth Drainage District, Palm Beach County, and the
Palm Beach International Airport to develop a better strategy that
is consistent with the area-wide improvements to the C-51 Basin.

The CRA made infrastructure improvements to South Westgate
after adoption of the 1991 Master Plan. These included creation of
wet and dry detention areas, control structures, and a stormwater
Westgate/Belvedere Homes CRA Redevelopment Plaan
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Fig. 2.8 Required Detention Pond on ChickamaguaAvenue

d. Sidewalks and streetlights: Sidewalks exist only orl some streets
in the CRA area. The wider streets (for example, Wtstgate and
Congress have sidewalks on both street sides,) but tl1e narrower
streets such as Oswego and Clubhouse Road often have sidewalks
on one side if at all. Some streets, such as Chickamagua have
sidewalks in certain sections, but they do not continue the length of
the street. Streetlights have not been installed on mOst internal
neighborhood streets.
e.

Landscaping: Some residents have made private landscaping
improvements to their properties. Other than these changes, the
best streetscape landscaping consists of mowed lawns. Bushes,
trees, and flowering plants in many vacant lots are overgrown.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes CRA Redevelopment Plan
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6. Land Use and Existing Zoning Regulations. Actording to the
Palm Becah County Unified Land Development Code (lJLDC), there
are five different zoning categories in the Westgate/Belvedere Homes
CRA. These are General Commercial (CG), Light Industrial (IL),
Neighborhood Commercial (CN), Medium Density Residential (RM),
and High Density Residential (RH).
In addition, the Westgate/Belvedere Homes CRA is an overlay district
that is included in the Palm Beach County Comprehensive Plan. The
overlay was created with the purpose and intent of "encot.J.raging
development and redevelopment of the Westgate/Belvedere!! Homes
area through regulatory incentives; arresting deterioration ot property
values; preserving existing, viable affordable housing and providing
opportunity for the future development of affordable housing;
implementing the Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community
Redevelopment Plan; and under certain circumstances, ptoviding for
increased residential densities and an increase of up to twenty (20)
percent in the amount of land designated as commercial On the Land
Use Atlas Map without amendment to the Comprehensi-1e Plan." Palm
Beach County Land Development Code, Article 6, Sectidn 6.2, I.2,
according to Ordinance No. 01-01.
The ULDC regulations for the underlying zoning districtt in the
Westgate/Belvedere CRA are as follows:
a.

General Commercial (CG) generally applies to the border areas
of the CRA, for example along Military Trail, Okeechobee
Boulevard, and the eastern half of Belvedere Road. this district
allows intensive commercial uses located adjoining at least one
major collector or arterial road that serves a market of at least a
three mile radius. This area includes big box stores, thain stores
and restaurants, independent businesses, and automobile rental
agencies.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes CRA Redevelopment Plan
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Bulk Regulations: Density, Setbacks, Lot Coverage, and
Building Height:
Density limits: Not applicable as residential uses are not permitted
in this district.
Minimum Setbacks: Front: 50 feet, Side: 15 feet, Side Comer: 25
feet, Rear: 20 feet.
Minimum Lot Dimensions: Width: 100 feet wide, Depth: 200
feet
Lot Coverage: Maximum building coverage permitted is 25%.
Height: Maximum of 35 feet, with exceptions pursuant to Palm
Beach County ULDC, Section 6.5.H.4.
b. Light Industrial (IL) district exists in the border areas of the
CRA, such as along Florida Mango Road and the western half of
Belvedere Road near the airport. In addition, Congress Avenue
includes industrial uses. This designation provides locations for
business, light manufacturing, or processing uses likely to cause
undesirable effects on nearby or adjacent commercial or residential
land. This district corresponds to the Industrial (IND) designation
in the Future Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan. The
types of businesses in these areas are manufacturing, auto repair
and related uses, storage, and airport related operations.
Bulk Regulations: Density, Setbacks, Lot Coverage, and
Building Height:
Density limits: Not applicable as residential uses are not permitted
in this district.
Minimum Setbacks: Front: 40 feet, Side: 15 feet, Side Comer: 25
feet, Rear: 20 feet
Minimum Lot Dimensions: Width: 100 feet, Depth: 200 feet
Maximum Lot Coverage: 45 %
Height: Maximum of 35 feet, with exceptions pursuant to Palm
Beach County ULDC, Section 6.5.H.4.
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c.

The Neighborhood Commercial (CN) district is lbcated
generally along Westgate Avenue and parts of Congrtss Avenue.
'Ibis district is intended for limited commercial facilities serving
residential neighborhoods within a 1fz mile radius. Brtsiness types
include restaurants, printing and copy shops, offices, and day care,
among others.
Bulk Regulations: Density, Setbacks, Lot Coverage. and
Building Height:
Density limits: Not applicable as residential uses are not
permitted in this district.
Minimum Setbacks: Front 30 feet, Side: 30, Side Gomer: 30,
Rear: 30
Minimum Lot Dimensions: Width: 100 feet, Depth: 100 feet
Maximum Lot Coverage: 25%
Height Maximum of 35 feet, with exceptions pursrtant to Palm
Beach County ULDC, Section 6.5.H.4.

d. The Medium Density Residential (RM) district irlcludes
Golfview Heights, the two mobile home parks, and the Belvedere
Heights neighborhood. This district is intended for multifamily
housing and affordable housing.
Bulk Regulations: Density, Setbacks, Lot Cover4e, Building
Height
Density Limits: Density in the RM district is currently limited to 6
units per acre. According to the Future Land Use Map, densities
may be increased to 8 units per acre in the mobile home park areas.
Minimum Setbacks: Front 25 feet, Side: 15 feet, Side Corner: 25
feet, Rear: 12 feet
Minimum Lot Dimensions: Width: 65 feet, Depth: 75 feet
Maximum Lot Coverage: 35%
Height: Maximum of 35 feet, with exceptions pursuant to Palm
Beach County ULDC, Section 6.5.H.4.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes CRA Redevelopment .,lan
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The High Density Residential (RH) zoning district applies to
th~ Westgate Estate neighborhoods. This district is intended for
cc ncentrated residential densities and affordable housing.
Bnlk Regulations: Density, Setbacks, Lot Coverage,
B•1ilding Height:
D•!nsity Limits: Density in the RH district is currently limited to
8 ,mits per acre. According to the Future Land Use Map,
df nsities would remain the same.
Minimum Setbacks: Front 25 feet, Side: 15 feet, Side Corner: 25
fe !t, Rear: 12 feet
Minimum Lot Dimensions: Width: 65 feet, Depth: 75 feet
Maximum Lot Coverage: 35%
Height: Maximum of 35 feet, with exceptions pursuant to Palm
B, :ach County ULDC, Section 6.5.H.4.
Density Bonus for Affordable Housing
TI te overlay district allows a developer a 25% increase in the
mmber of units if 10% are dedicated as affordable. In the entire
Cit.A area, 300 total bonus housing units are permitted.

7. Future Land Use Map. The Future Land Use Map (PLUM)
indicat1 sa large amount of land zoned CH- Commercial High
Develo '_Jment. Many of these areas allow residential development
instead of, but not in addition to commercial, with a permitted density
of up t• 1 8 units per acre, depending on the area. Westgate and
Congn ss Avenues, for example, are designated CH-8. Based upon the
recomnendations of this Plan, it may be required to change the FLUM
to allow mixed-use and higher residential densities along Westgate
Avenu1 and Congress Avenue. In addition to the commercial
design~ tions in the FLUM, there are several larger parcels zoned INDlndustl ial and two parcels near the GRA's western border zoned
Inst/Ir d- Institutional/Industrial. Near the airport are three parcels
zoned · JT-Utility.
1
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Fig. 2.10 Future Land Use Map of Westgate/Belvedere Homes c&4

The m mbers in CL and CH are the residential density allowed because
these areas can be developed for commercial or residential use, but
not bo:h.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes CRA Redevelopment Plan
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Traffic: The following are the annual daily average number of cars
traveling on selected roads in the CRA area:
Belvedere Road, 1200' east of Military Trail: 27, 265
Congress Avenue, 300' south of Cherry Road: 20, 936
Military Trail, 600' north of Belvedere Road: 43,568
Military Trail, 250' south of Okeechobee Blvd.: 45,306
Okeechobee Blvd., 500' east of Military: 63,529
Wabasso Drive, 300' south of Okeechobee Blvd., 6,408
Westgate Avenue, 250' west of Congress Ave.: 11,098
Westgate Avenue, 1200' east of Military Trail: 16,614

9. Street Profiles. The appearance and width of the sttedts in the
CRA area vary greatly. The external, or boundary streets, ale similar
strip commercial thoroughfares, while the internal streets offer various
characters. The character of a street is determined by its width,
curvature, number of lanes, existence of a landscaped median, existence
of sidewalks, stop signs, and streetlights, availability of on-street
parking, and landscaping buffers between the sidewalk and the travel or
parking lane.
Okeechobee Boulevard, Military Trail, Belvedere Road, and Congress
Avenue are major arterial streets meant for carrying high traffic
volumes through the region. They are access streets to the Palm Beach
International Airport, the Kennel Club, the County offices, and the
commercial development along Okeechobee Boulevard tnd Military
Trail. These streets all have sidewalks, traffic lights, stre~tlights, and at
least four travel lanes, not including turning lanes. The widths, or rightof-ways of these streets are Congress Ave.: 120 feet, Bel'federe Road:
110 feet, Military Trail: 110 feet, and along Okeechobee Boulevard: 140
feet from Military to Palm Beach Lakes, and 120 feet from Palm Beach
Lakes to Florida Mango Road. The next largest street, Westgate
Avenue, has a right-of-way of 80 feet.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes CRA Redevelopment Plan
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like many other roads in Palm Beach County, the level of service on
some of these roads is at overcapacity. Therefore, the CRA was
designated a TCEA (fraffic Concurrency Exception Aret) by Palm
Beach County and the F1orida Department ofTransporoition.

10. Parking. In the Westgate and Golfview Heights neighborhoods,
parked cars abound throughout the community. On many properties,
cars fill up driveways and are parked on streets and over the swales,
which should be used for drainage. The weight of the cats compresses
the soil, thereby interrupting the level of drainage flow from other
properties. ·
Through the CRAin general, there is not sufficient on-stteet parking
available, especially on neighborhood commercial streets like Westgate
and Congress Avenues.

Background and Existing Conditions

Route ·14 travels through the middle of the CRA. It makes a loop along
Militar: ·, Belvedere, Country Club Drive, and Cherry Road, then travels
along ( :herry to Congress, where it turns and stops at the PBI Airport,
before :ontinuing on Belvedere to and along Florida Mango Road up
to Old Okeechobee. This route is the most flexible within the CRA.
Route i3 offer limited service along Belvedere Road between Florida
Mango Road and Sixth Street, with a stop at the PBI Airport.

Tri-R2il: The nearest commuter rail station is the West Palm Beach
Tri-Rail Station on Okeechobee Boulevard, east ofU.S.Interstate 95.
Palm 1 ran Bus Routes 40, 43, 44, and 50 travel to this Tri-Rail station.

12. Schools, Day Care, and a University.
a. El<!rnentary and High Schools: At present, there are four

The commercial areas along Okeechobee and Military Trail have
sufficient parking provided by each establishment. likewise, the
commercial and manufacturing businesses along F1orida Mango Road
provide parking for their customers.

scltools in the CRA area. These include West Gate Elementary,
G< •ld Coast Community School, Survivors Charter School, and The
Ki11gs Academy.

Bus Service provide transit for the Westgate/Belvedere Homes CRA
area. These are Routes 3, 40, 43, 44, and 53.

W•:st Gate Elementary is located between Saranac Avenue and the
L- ~ Canal, and between Osceola Drive and Loxahatchee Drive. A
ne w school building and gymnasium with ample ballfields and
ph yground space were recently completed.

Route 3 travels down Military Trail from Palm Beach Gardens Mall
south to Town Center Mall in Boca Raton. The major sr.op in the CRA
is Military and Okeechobee at the Cross County Plaza.

Gold Coast Community School is located on Westgate Avenue. It
is ,Ln alternative high school for children in grades 7-12 who are at
ris:( offailing.

Route 40 travels along Belvedere Road between Military and Congress,
then into the PBI Airport.

Survivors Charter School is also a high school for children at-risk
of academic failure who are in grades 9-12. It is located on
Cc ogress Avenue across from Cherry Road.

11. Transit: Palm Tran. Five bus lines run by the Palm Ttan County

Route 43 travels along Okeechobee Boulevard from Military Trail to
Congress Avenue. The major stop in the CRA is at the Cross County
Plaza, allowing an easy transfer to and from Route 3.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes CRA Redevelopment Plan

n,e Kings Academy is a private Christian school for grades pre-K
th:,·ough 12 located on Cherry Road. Kings Academy will be
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leaving and has sold its property to the Palm Beach International
Airport.

b. Pre-schools and Day Care: Preschools and Day Care programs
in the CRA area include Westgate Head Start, Utile Dude Ranch,
Mary Fortin Family Center, First Steps Day Care, and Tiny Tikes
Academy.
c.

Background and Existing Conditions

14. County Facilities Plan. Within several years, Palm Beach County
will be vacating some of its facilities adjacent to the U.S. Marine Base.
The departments that will be relocated include Housing and
Community Development and the Administration of the Head Start
program.
1

Florida Statutes Chapter 163.355

South University is located on Congress Avenue and offers two
and four year college degree programs in business, pliralegal
studies, and the health professions.

13. Westgate Community Center. Located on Oswego Avenue, the
newly renovated Community Center is in a central location in the
Westgate neighborhood. Last year, the County made $1.9 million of
improvements to the Center. It now offers residents of all the
neighborhoods indoor and outdoor recreational activities, irtduding
two ballfields, a children's playground, and formal and intortnal
meeting space.

Ft;g 2.13

Wes~ate

Community Center

Westgate/Belvedere Homes CRA Redevelopment Plan
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Public Planning Process

Section III - Public Planning Process

A.

B.

Background of the Public Planning Process

Recognizing the importance of public input and involve111ent in the
planning process, the Westgate/ Belvedere Homes CRA and the
consultants sought to maximize the amount of public comment
particularly during the initial stages of the process. Tills was
accomplished with a series of stakeholder interviews, which included
property owners, business owners, neighborhood residertts and County
planners and officials. The stakeholder interviews were followed by a
community charrette held during the week of September 11 -18. The
public planning process continued after the public charrette and
included a series of public meetings and hearings to pres tnt the master
plan. The following is a discussion of the public planning process.

During the months of May through July of 2003 the consultants, Civic
Design Associates, conducted over 25 "stakeholder" interviews. Each
intervi·~w consisted of twenty seven prepared questions and each
interview lasted approximately one hour. The interviews assisted the
consultants in discovering the key issues and in giving the stakeholders
an understanding of the strategic planning assignment. The results of
each interview are available for review. Those interviewed included the
folloW.11g persons:
1. Jeff Koons, Palm Beach County Commissioner;
2. Jerry Allen, Department of Airports, Palm Beach County;
3. R(:mar Harvin, Director of Housing and Community
Development, Palm Beach County;
4. Ba.rbara Alterman, Director of Zoning, Palm Beach County;
5. Lorenzo Aghemo, Planning Director, Palm Beach County;
6. Patrick Rutter, Chief Planner, Palm Beach County;
7. Ken Todd, Jr., Water Resources Manager, Palm Beach County;
8. John Tatum, Recovery & Mitigation Program Manager, Palm
Beach County;
9. Maziar Keshavarz, PE, Consulting Engineer;
10. Joseph Pitts, Realtor & Westgate resident;
11. Tony Hoffman, Surveyor;
12. Fred Wade, Business Owner and CRA Board member;
13. Jose Sosa, Executive Director, Westgate/Belvedere Homes CRA;
14. Joe Kirby, Realtor and CRA Board member;
15. John Little, Builder and former CRA Board member;
16. Ron Daniels, General Contractor and CRA Board member;
17. Fred Stubbs, Planner, Palm Tran, Palm Beach County;
18. Bob Weisman, County Administrator, Palm Beach County;
19. Verdenia Baker, Budget Director, Palm Beach County;

Fig. 3.1 JeffKoons, Palm Beach Coun!J Commissioner
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22.
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24.
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26.
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29.

The results of the interviews revealed several key issues. These are
summarized as follows (not in order of preference but grouped into
categories):

Jon MacGillis, Department of Zoning, Palm Beach County;
Ken Rogers Director of Land Development, Palm Beach County;
Audrey Wolfe, Director of Facilities, Palm Beach Cot1nty;
Dan Weisberg, Director of Traffic, Palm Beach County;
Charlie Rich, Department of Engineering, Palm Beach County;
Dennis Koehler, Attorney and CRA Board member;
John Sainsbury, Property Owner and CRA Board Metnber;
Alan Preston, Property Owner and CRA Board Membert
Steven McRainey, Property Owner;
Bill Tyson, Business and Property Owner

Visions for the future:
• High density, mixed use development on both sides of
Congress Avenue, north of the L-2 Canal;
• Hotels on Belvedere Road;
• Combine Hotel/Parking with Dog Track;
• No county owned property in the CRA;
• Belvedere Homes will be rehabilitated;
Drainage:
• CRAin C-51 Basin; lowest elevation in Palm Beach County;
• Current requirements prohibit infill development:
• Must buy two lots to provide for drainage;
• Need master plan for drainage;
• Mobile Home Park in lowest elevation -worst flooding, has
been evacuated frequently;
• New drainage lake an option;
• Swales are now being used for parking cars- clearing them
would help reduce flooding;
• Belvedere Homes area floods;
• FDOT built a dam on the L-2 Canal behind Belvedere Baptist
for storage of Okeechobee Blvd. on L-2, but it blocks
Westgate drainage;
• Small drainage ponds could be redeveloped;

.l

Fig. 3.2 Stakeholder Intef!liews
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Se~er/Indras~cture:

•
•
•
•

Only approximately 60% of Belvedere Homes is on sanitary
sewer; rest is on septic collection;
Need sewer system in Belvedere Homes;
New infrastructure will improve the area;
Improvements need more funding;

Canals:
• Want a linear park along canals;
• Shopping carts and trash are in the canals;
• Need to make into amenity;
Residential:
• Redesign some single family housing for affordable housing;
• Habitat for Humanity will be building several hduses, but had
to buy land for drainage;
• Medium density residential on Westgate;
• Apartments on Congress;
• There will be a market for new development when sewer and
drainage are installed, and property is maintained;
• Poor property maintenance;
• Townhouses; upscale residential;
Mobile-Home Parks:
• Southern Mobile Home Park provides housing lor seniors and
is well-maintained;
• Too many mobile home parks;
• Use Mobile Home Park area for water storage;
Retail:
• Mom and pop type stores on Westgate;
• Ice cream parlor;

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan
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Strip mall with neighborhood services;
Need more retail and restaurants on Westgate;
"Tropical Bistro" in Lake Park is a model for Westgate;
No place for lunch on Westgate;
Neighborhood retail like dry cleaners, bakery, hair salon;
Get rid of auto repair and auto sales;
Big box retail on Okeechobee;
Need a Publix supermarket;

Mixed-Use:
• Mixed use on Westgate;
• Medium-density on Westgate;
• Thinks mixed use on Westgate is hard to achieve;
Office:
• Incubator building on Westgate Avenue;
• Office development, in mixed use buildings, on both sides of
Congress Avenue, north of the L-2 Canal;
Industrial:
• On county owned land on Belvedere;
• Landscaped industrial project between Westgate Ave. and
Okeechobee Blvd.
Crime/Code Enforcement:
• There is no code enforcement;
• Need community police in Mobile Home Park;
• Need community policing in whole neighborhood;
• Need police substation;
• Prostitutes come out at night at Congress and Westgate;
• Night-time bad dement;
• Adult entertainment causes problems in the area;
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Drug problem;
Homeless problem;
Need more frequent trash pick-up;

Airport and Related Uses:
• Consolidate rental car agencies on County land;
• Get auto rental off airport site;
• very little international air traffic; trying to get mot"e;
• plans non-terminal development in Golfview area;
Airport Restrictions:
• Noise regulation requires insulation in homes in
Westgate/Belvedere Homes;
• Height regulations;
• Do not want birds in the lakes;
The Kennel Club (Dog Track):
• Build a hotel and office buildings on the site; include parking
garage;
• Conference center;
• Will probably always be there;
• 2,500 people on a Saturday night;
County Land:
• Consolidate rental car facilities there;
• Put Park and Ride Lot there;
• Use for multi-modal airport facility;
King's Academy Land:
• Airport does not want children in flight path;
• No residential uses there;
• Office/warehouse/industrial uses;
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• Use land to hold storm water;
• 5-10 years to develop;
Hotel:
• Build hotel and office buildings on Dog Track site;

Parking:
• Remote parking on Westgate;
• Need tram for shoppers;
• Okeechobee stores needs more parking;
Land Development Regulations:
• Need regulations to control the quality of development
Parks/Recreation:
• Need pocket parks;
• Need skating rink; gym has been a big help for the kids in the
area;
• Need adult programs;
• County Park needs access to Westgate;
Pedestrian ways, bikeways, and greenways:
• Make all streets more pedestrian friendly;
Schools:
Transit:
• Need covered bus stops;
• Transit on Westgate;
• Think about regional coordination with surrounding
municipalities;
• There is bus service on Cherry Road;
• Trolley Loop around neighborhood;
• Bus Rapid Transit on Okeechobee is pending;
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Traffic:
• Slow traffic on Westgate Avenue;
• Speeding in whole neighborhood;
• Eliminate cut-through traffic;
Streets:
Westgate Avenue:
• Need traffic calming;
• Roundabout on Westgate and Congress, Seminole;
• Commercial entire length of Westgate Avenue;
• More restaurants;
• Like Atlantic Avenue in Delray Beach;
• Fewer auto uses and convenience stores;
• Westgate should be a tree-lined boulevard;
• Eliminate turning lane;
• Extend Westgate Avenue into Old Okeechobee, and link with
drainage project;
• Used as a bypass for Okeechobee;
Belvedere Road:
• Commercial and Office development;
• Mixed use;
• Needs a hotel;
• florida Mango to Congress is underutilized;
• Airport related uses;
Congress Avenue:
• Needs a median;
• Many streets need landscaped medians;
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Sidewalks:
• Need lighting;
• Need landscaping;
Wal-Mart:
• Not convinced it will be good for the neighborhood;
• The traffic may adversely affect the community
Other Redevelopment Comments:
• Hotel/Office on corner of Belvedere/Australian;
• Office/Flex space development on airport land along
Belvedere;
• Assemble land for development;
• Redevelop Belvedere and Westgate;
• Major developer needed for commercial/residential
development;
• Parcels are too small for developers;
Other Comments:
• Location is the area's biggest asset- near aiport, downtown
West Palm, and I-95;
• Business associations needed on Westgate A venue and other
streets: each could use the services of others;
• Need marketing program to create awareness of
neighborhood;
• Need funding from Palm Beach County Housing and
Community Development;
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Aesthetics:
• Need architectural standards;

C.

The Charrette

A seven-day community design charrette in which the public was
invited to three public meetings to express their visions for the
neighborhood and to comment on the urban design consultant's
recommendations was held between September 11, 2003 tnd
September 18,2003. The Westgate/ Belvedere Homes C:RA notified
residents, property owners, business owners and stakeholders in the
area announcing the cha.rrette.
The first public meeting was held on the evening of Thursday,
September 11, 2003 at the Westgate Community Center located at 3691
Oswego Avenue. Jose Sosa, Executive Director of the CRA1 Fred
Wade, CRA Chairman of the Board, and Jeff Koons, Palrn Beach
County Commissioner, and Chris Brown of Civic Design Associates
opened the meeting with a welcome and enthusiastically encouraged
the citizens to be visionaries. Next Jim Hill of Civic Design Associates
outlined the process for the all-day Saturday planning ses;ion and
engaged the audience in a unique experience by conductirtg a
"consumer preference survey." The survey was organized by
presenting to the audience approximately 40 photographit slides of
urban conditions. The slides included pictures of housint streets,
sidewalks, retail stores, office buildings, architectural stylet, parking lots,
highways, mass transit, and other subjects. The participants were asked
to grade each slide on a scale of minus ten (-10) to positive ten (+10) to
express their opinions or preferences for each condition. On Saturday
morning Mr. Hill presented the results, discussed in the appendix.
Approximately 60 citizens attended the Thursday evening session. The
purpose of the Thursday evening planning session was to astist the
participants in thinking about the Westgate/Belvedere Homes area and
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in developing their own vision for the area. They were asked to be
urban planners and to design their visions the next day.
The second public meeting was the day-long charette planning session
held on Saturday, September 12, 2003, at the Community Center. Jim
Hill opened the session by presenting the audience with the results of
their visual preference survey. The urban design consultants organized
the citizens into design teams of 6 to 8 persons, and each team was
given a table, maps, aerial photographs, and drawing tools. At least one
facilitator was assigned to each table. The facilitators were professional
planners from Palm Beach County, CRA Board members, and the
consultants, Civic Design Associates. Six teams were formed, and each
team presented their schemes of a redevelopment plan of the study area
(in both written and drawing form) to the entire group. Approximately
40 citizens participated in the Saturday planning session.

Charrette Team Results
The following section describes the results of each team's vision.
Team 1: Gina Bewley, Edward Kaye, Dennis Koehler, Debra Patera,
Rachel Waterman, Jackie VanDeusen
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kings Academy and the flood-prone mobile home park
become drainage lakes, connected by the L-2 Canal;
Westgate Avenue: landscaped boulevard with mixed use and
parking behind;
Two roundabouts on Westgate, at Congress and Seminole;
Bicycle lanes on Westgate leading to the drainage lakes;
Connect Westgate over new drainage lake east to Old
Okeechobee Blvd.;
Build quality residential high rise buildings surrounding new
eastern drainage lake;
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Make Congress Avenue a landscaped boulevard that extends
up to Okeechobee Blvd. and continue existing commercial
development along it;
Ught Industrial Parks on County Facilities land and along
between Church Street and Florida Mango Roa<ll
Build a hotel complex across from Kennel Club;
Belvedere Homes needs a park and community Center;
Adult Living Facilities with stages of care;

Team 2: Don Bauer, Roberto Bolauor, Euraista Cardenas, Doran
Hanley, C. Claire Keefe, John Little, Jorge Otalora, Marlene Quadros,
Jose Sosa
• Westgate Avenue: landscaped median, roundabout at Westgate
and Congress, extend to Florida Mango, turning lanes;
• Streetlights in neighborhood;
• Sanitary sewers in neighborhood;
• Storm drains on both sides of Cherry Road and sidewalks,
clean existing storm drains annually;
• Hotel on Belvedere;
• Eliminate Wabasso Bridge;
• Gateway entrance to neighborhood at Cherry Road and
Congress Avenue;
• Traffic light to handle traffic at future Wal-Mart;
• Use King's Academy land for warehousing and a walking track;
• Mixed-Use along Congress with 2 or 3 story residential;
• New park near future Wal-Mart;
• Better community policing, open police substation;
• Address absentee landlord problems;
• Increase home ownership;
Team 3: Sal J. Frasco, Carmen Gonzalez, Wade Martin, Allen Preston,
Adelaide Santana, Maggie Smith, Bill & Mary Spengler
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Congress Avenue: mixed use with parking garages, tree lined
street;
Drainage on 4 points of neighborhood: NE, SE, NW, SW;
Roundabout on Westgate and Military Trail;
Walkways, trails along Westgate;
All major streets lined with buffer trees and bike pathways;
Open up the streets in Belvedere Homes, north to Cherry and
south to Belvedere;
Make dog track a tourist attraction;
Add library to Westgate Community Center;
More open space;
Financial help for homeowners to remodel, example of
remodeling at comer of Cherry Road and Hemlock Road;
Funding to help businesses and residents;
Crime prevention;
Brownfield clean-up funding;
Various forms of transit: Express buses, Trolleys, horse and
carriages;
Locate light industrial southwest, near future Wal-Mart;

Team 4: Alice Boedeker, Donna Bowman, Janet Ford, Ruth
Moguiallansky- De Rose, Isabel Whittemore, Robert Wright, Sarah
Thomas
• Make entire neighborhood a green-friendly area;
• Make canal banks into pedestrian friendly walkway with
covered bridges to connect neighborhood;
• More bike trails, wider sidewalks;
• Create designations between commercial and residential areas;
• Streetlights all over neighborhood;
• With future Wal-Mart, keep traffic out of the community;
• Use King's Academy land for a park;
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Drainage pond near King's Academy;
Clean out and landscape canal near King's Academy;
Put in sanitary sewers for whole neighborhood;
Mixed use, small scale, for sale apartments on County property;
Encourage home ownership;
Westgate Avenue: landscaped median with retail and
residential, and parking in rear;
Adckess crime, better police response, police substation,
community policing;
County must determine future infrastructure needs;
Make commercial area more attractive;
Encourage neighborhood retail: small bookstores and cafes,
not big chains;
Take care of people in mobile homes if they are rclocated;
Funding assistance for elderly homeowners who don't have the
resources to improve their properties;
In high rises along lakes, have office use rather than retail on
ground floor, so people will shop on Westgate Avenue;
Get the shopping carts out of the canals have stores pick them
up;

Team 5: Michelle Hoyland, Joe Kirby, Melanie Marvin, Steven T.
McCraney, Noel Saunches
• Drainage pond at site of mobile homes;
• Congress Avenue: commercial, light industrial, quality retail;
• Commercial uses on Military Trail;
• Westgate Avenue: streetscape improvements and mixed use;
• Use L-2 Canal for passive recreation;
• Walking trails and passive parks along canals, paths for
elementary school children;
• Pocket parks (tot lots) throughout neighborhood;
• Hotel on County owned land;
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Airport related commercial near airport;
Office Park/hotel on dog track site- make owner of the dog
track a partner in the development;
"Restaurant Row'' across form the dog track;
Bus/ electric tram running along Belvedere Road to the airport;
Centralized airport car rental;

Team 6: Joanna Aiken, Paulette Bendick, Norman Borden, Jennie
Burt, Ron Daniels, Betty Eaton, Emily Fischbein, Joe Pitts
• Create greenway along canal, using land from north side, paths
for children to walk to school;
• Herb gardens for science and learning for families;
• Pedestrian connections across canal;
• Covered school bus stops;
• Drainage lake on site of King's Academy, build up land for
more retention;
• Drainage lake on site of mobile homes park with commercial
and restaurants overlooking lake;
• Drainage structures along L-2 Canal;
• Extend Westgate Avenue into Old Okeechobee Blvd.;
• Westgate Avenue: landscaped boulevard with commercial on
north side, 2 story "soft" commercial and residential on south
side, keep commercial traffic off Nokomis;
• Congress Avenue: landscaped boulevard street;
• Large scale commercial between Westgate and Okeechobee;
• Encourage home ownership and property maintenance;
• Recreation for Belvedere Homes residents on airport property
along Belvedere;
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Consensus from the Charrette

The Design Studio and Concept Presentation

On Saturday, September 12, 2003, the participants su!lUilQrized the
results of each team's suggestions. The consultants syntliesized the
concepts described below.

From Sunday September 14, 2003, through Thursday, September 18,
2003, the planners and designers worked on synthesizing the ideas of
the citizens into a common plan. The design studio was set up in the
Board of Education meeting room and the community was invited to
visit the studio during the week to contribute further ideas and look
over the work-in-progress. Happily, several community members
visited frequently. The design team continued to refine the Charrette
concepts throughout the week. The result of the studio effort was a
preliminary urban design plan for the area.

1. Create new drainage lakes on the east and west side of the study
area to consolidate retention areas- suggested areas: King's
Academy site and mobile home park;
2. Widen the L-2 Canal, which will connect the new drainage lakes;
3. Create a greenway and recreational parks along the L~2 Canal;
4. Include pathways for school children along the greenway, and
pedestrian bridges across the Canal;
5. Financial and other support from the CRA for home ownership
and remodeling;
6. Address absentee landlord problems;
7. Code enforcement;
8. Streetscape Beautification (landscaping and/ or boultvard streets)
along Westgate Avenue and Congress Avenue;
9. Gateway entrances to neighborhood;
10. Roundabouts for traffic calming;
11. Sanitary sewers needed;
12. Streetlights needed throughout the neighborhood;
13. Community policing and police substation;
14. Keep canals clean and free of trash;
15. Maintain existing single family home neighborhoods;
16. Hotel along Belvedere near the dog track;
17. Mixed use retail/ residential development along Westgate Avenue
18. Commercial/ office uses near Palm Beach International Airport;
19. Light industrial uses along Florida Mango Road or ntar future WalMart site on Military Trail;
20. Keep traffic from future Wal-Mart from going into the
neighborhoods;

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan

On the evening of Thursday, September 18,2003, Chris Brown and

Jim Hill of Civic Design Associates presented the urban design
drawings and conducted a PowerPoint presentation displaying the
design concepts and recommended programs to the community. The
citizens were quite pleased to find almost all of their suggestions from
Saturday's session were addressed in the drawings and programs. The
community was aware that this was a plan in progress and that their
continued input is desired as the planning process continues.
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Constraints and Opportunities in the Redevelopment
Area

The charrette participants and stakeholders considered a number of
issues that the Westgate/Bdvedere Homes CRA is facing that currently
prevent it from reaching its full potential as a thriving and growing
community. These issues, defined as constraints, must be addressed so
that the many opportunities that do exist in the area can be reinforced
and strengthened. The following is a list derived from the consultants
and citizens during the workshops and stakeholder interviews.

Constraints
,.

Figure 3.3 - Photographs of the Chamtte

1. Low land elevation and extensive drainage requirements;
2. Airport Height and Noise Restrictions;
3. Airport owns large amount of land along Belvedere;
4. Individually located car rental agencies;
5. Crime, lack of code enforcement and sufficient policing;
6. Lack of through street connections;
6. Lack of sidewalks and pedestrian connections through
neighborhoods;
7. Dog Track is located on prime developable land;
8. Not enough neighborhood retail and restaurants;
9. Streets are not well lit;
10. Absence of a strong cluster of retail in a neighborhood center;
11. Absence of mixed use;

Opportunities
1.

Figure 3.4- Sketches of design teams

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redeveldpment Plan

2.

Turn canals into attractive waterways lined with a greenway (parks
and landscaping);
Create pedestrian and bicycle paths in greenway to connect
neighborhoods;
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
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Create new drainage lake amenities surrounded by ho\lsing and
connected by the greenway;
Accessible location close to PBI airport, I-95, and downtown West
Pahn Beach;
Streetscape enhancements, such as lighting fixtures, s1gn.age, street
furniture;
Infill development possibilities;
Opportunity for higher density residential living options;
Mixed-use residential and office buildings with retail On the ground
floor on Westgate Avenue;
Large scale land available for commercial and light industrial
development;
Gateway entrances to signal arrival in the Westgate/Belvedere
Homes neighborhood;
Boulevard streets with landscaped medians;
Opportunities to consolidate rental car agencies, and t>perate an
airport shuttle circulator;
Airport shuttle circulator to rental car;
Opportunity for remodeling homes, and ongoing maintenance;
New neighborhood associations;

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan
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Figure 4.11 -Plan

Charrette Plan

of the Wes~ate area.
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Introduction

A.

The Charrette Plan responds to the goals and objectives identified by
the community. The specific improvements are organizet! into five
main groups and are discussed below in order of their priority.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Infrastructure;
Development Opportunities and Proposals;
Community Amenities;
Code Enforcement; and
Design Standards.

While the design team responded to the community's priorities, as
described in Section III, Public Planning Process, the team also
explored additional possibilities for the community to consider. These
include significant redevelopment sites, potential street improvements
to enhance circulation and civic amenities, re-progralll1Il.ing existing
commercial development, and the creation of a set of land
development regulations that suggest certain defined building types.
The overall Charrette Plan is presented diagrammatically in Figure 4.1
and in illustrative form in Figure 4.2. The major emphases of the plan
are:
1.

A defined set of geographic areas of the commurtity to reflect
the varying character of the CRA Redevelopment Area. These
include, for example: the regional commercial area on
Okeechobee Boulevard and Military Trail, the airport
commercial on Belvedere Road, the neighborhood
commercial areas, including mixed-use residential, oh Westgate
Avenue, the office and mixed-use area on Congress Avenue,
the commercial/industrial area in the northeast part of the
District, the residential areas of Golfview Heights and
Westgate within the heart of the community, and the potential
commercial/industrial areas in the County owned lands along
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Belvedere Road and the area west of the two residential
neighborhoods.
2.

Significant improvements to stormwater retention capacity to
include larger areas for water storage, rendered in a manner
that makes the water an attractive community amenity.

3.

The existing residential neighborhoods would remain single
family with an emphasis on home ownership.

4.

The Westgate commercial overlay district would be revised to
accommodate a variety of uses and building types, including
townhomes.

5.

The commercial/industrial zone in the northeast part of the
District would be encouraged to intensify and provide more
modem facilities.

6.

Congress Avenue would be the commercial office area for the
District but would contain opportunities for taller buildings
including residential uses along the lakes.

7.

The recognition of the important :role of Westgate Community
Center as the community's "village park." The park would be
expanded and would increase its facilities.

8.

The possibility of Westgate Avenue becoming a two-lane
thoroughfare with on-street parking and a well-landscaped
median was explored.

9.

Westgate Avenue would be extended to connect with the
commercial/industrial park on Old Okeechobee Road.

10. The Kennel Club would become, if possible, the property of
the County for the purpose of constructing a centralized
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automobile rental facility that would be connected by a skyway
bridge to the airport terminal.

11. Once the automobile rental agencies concentrate at the Kennel
Club site, the opportunity will arise to develop the current
rental agency sites into airport related commerci~ uses, such as
office and distribution centers.
12. A major greenway linear park would be established along the
right of way of the L-2 Canal and would provide an amenity
that would improve the quality of life for the residents of
Westgate and Golfview Heights.
13. A master storm water drainage system is contemplated for the
entire District and would direct all drainage requirements for
future development. The drainage district would levy a tax on
the properties of the district and would repair tht inadequacies
of the storm water system currendy in place. The drainage
district would raise its funds from tax and permit fees.

D

14. Completion of a wastewater collection system in the Golfview
Heights community will improve the homeowners' quality of
life.

D
II

F~ure

4.1 -Overall Concept Plan

Low susceptibility to change
Medium susceptibility to change
High susceptibility to change

15. Various parcels, both vacantland and underuti.J.ijed properties,
have been identified for redevelopment.
The major categories of improvements represented in the Concept Plan
are discussed below.
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Figure 4.2- Illustrative Site Plan
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The first category is the infrastructure improvements necessary to
stimulate redevelopment and set a foundation for quality development.
1. Stormwater Drainage. The lack of an adequate stonrtwater
management capability is probably the biggest single constraint to
redevelopment in the area. Being a naturally low-lying and flood-prone
part of the county, the CRA must put in place a workable and
comprehensive plan to address this issue. The current method of
requiring each individual development to provide small reservoirs on a
piecemeal basis is expensive for the developer and results in an
undesirable fragmentation of the land use pattern.

The area currendy does not have sufficient storage for the existing
development nor for roadway drainage for those local streets that are
being currendy reconstructed and paved. As discussed in Section I~ of
this Plan, at the present time new development must provide retentlon
areas to handle the runoff &om the increase in impervious surfaces as
well as compensation storage for the raising of the finished floors of
new buildings. This compensatory drainage requirement makes infill
intolerably expensive because of the additional land that must be added
to a site for retention.
Storage Capacity. The fundamental problem with drainage in .the
CRA is inadequate storage capacity. Significant rainfall events snnply
cannot be channeled off-site quickly enough to avoid flooding, and
sufficient area must be set aside for the stormwater to collect. The
magnitude of this problem is graphically demonstrated in Figure 4.3.
The blue square superimposed over an aerial photo of the CRA
represents an area of about 200 acres, or 15% of the total1330 acres
contained within CRA. In an ideal situation, this is something close to
the area of water retention needed to properly address the current
flooding problem.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopm•nt Plan
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Figure 4.3- Storage Area Diagram
The implication of this diagram is that significant amounts of land need
to be set aside for water storage. The Illustrative Site Plan, Figure 4.2,
indicate!> the proposed locations of the water. Existing canals and lakes
have been widened, new ones have been proposed, all consolidated and
linked into an area-wide system. Even this proposal, which involves
some significant land use changes such as the reloca~on of one of the
trailer parks and the consolidation of drainage areas m the Wes.tgate. .
area, onJy allocates about 10% of the total area as storage. While this 1s
somewhat short of the ideal quantity, it should significandy improve the
stormwater management in the area. Only the most severe rainfall
events would cause any flooding, hopefully limited to temporary
nuisanct$ such as shallow street flooding rather than any damaging,
area-wide inundations.
The qualitative aspects of this proposal, such as how these bodies of
water can be incorporated into an attractive open space network, are
discussed elsewhere, in conjunction with the specific redevelopment
proposals for various areas. The basic point is that larger bodies of
water can serve as focal points for development and as valuable
community amenities. Contrasted to the current strategy of setting
aside sn:all areas for each new increment of development, a
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comprehensive strategy has the ability to effect positive ttansfonnation
for this area.
Another advantage to the consolidation of storage areas is the
efficiency of storage for the amount of land used. This is illustrated in
Figure 4.4, which depicts two alternatives to providing storage ponds
within a typical neighborhood framework. On the upper part of the
drawing, three separate lots are used to accommodate poads, whereas,
on the lower part of the drawing, the three lots are contiguous, and the
storage can be combined into one larger pond. The same amount of
land is set aside for storage in either case, but, because of the
elimination of additional banks and sideslope areas in the lower
alternative, almost 50% more water can be stored in the larger pond
than in the three smaller ponds.

Charrette Plan

Assembling the land required for effective stormwater management will
require a number of techniques, discussed in greater detail in the
implementation section of this report. The above example suggests,
however, that a mechanism for land swapping could be incorporated
into the range of strategies. Particularly for an area like Westgate,
where the lots are largely un- or under-developed, the ability to trade
for a similar sized property with better community amenities should
provide an effective mechanism for consolidating the land needed for
drainage.
Master Storm Water Drainage District. The most effective way to
realize the drainage improvements is to create a Master Storm Water
Drainage District. The County would create the district and its purpose
is to provide the funds to develop a master system to collect all current
and future storm water into a system of ponds, lakes and canals and
discharge the water into the larger canals in the C-51 Basin. Since
drainage is the most significant encumbrance to infill development,
providing a master system in which new construction is not required to
provide on-site retention would be an incentive for new development.
In lieu of pwviding on-site retention, a homeowner or developer would
pay a fee. The fee would assist in amortizing any debt the drainage
district incurred in developing a master system.
The drainage district would not only provide the funds through the sale
of tax exempt revenue bonds for land acquisition and development of
retention areas and canals to carry excess water away, but it would also
be responsible for the maintenance of the system. Because the district
must raise its funds initially from revenue bonds, the property owners
in the district will be taxed on the value of their property or assessed a
fee based upon the value of their property to raise the annual funds
required to amortize the debt. Finally, for the maintenance of the
district, the annual assessment will also cover all costs of the
maintenance of the facilities.

F~ure

4.4- Storage Pond Alternatives
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Swales. The residential communities of Westgate and Golfview
Heights are designed to accommodate storm water runoff in front yard
swales. There are a few occasions in Golfview Heights where backyard
canals once existed. Over time the swales and canals have filled in,
sometimes with the assistance of the homeowner, and th~ result is that
drainage is not as efficient as once contemplated. A simple and cost
efficient method of providing better drainage is to clean out the swales
by reshaping the prof:t.le so that the swale provides both on-site
retention and a pathway to an outfall. The CRA contemplates this
program as it studies the master storm water drainage plah.
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Westgate Avenue Improvements. Westgate Avenue is the major
east-west road for the Westgate area of the CRA. The road was
expanded in the 1990's from two lanes to four lanes. It also includes a
center, "suicide" turning lane. There is no on-street parking. Westgate
Avenue is a 80' right of way and in the Charette Plan, has been
redesigned to include a center landscaped median. (Figurt 4.5) Turn
lanes are included at each intersection to enable left turns and "U"
turns. The most important element of the new profile is that each side
of the roadway will contain much needed paralle~ on-strf!et parking. As
infill development occurs under a new set of design guid~lines in which
curb cuts are discouraged, there will be more on-street parking over
time.
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2. Roadway Improvements. The existing road network in the CRA
Redevelopment Area is in need of several changes that would greatly
enhance the circulation and cohesion of the community.
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Figure 4.5- Four Lane Proposed Plan and Profile of Westgate Avenue
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The number of Westgate Avenue's traveling lanes was deliberately
reduced in order to provide on-street parking. The roadway does not
need to be a four-lane thoroughfare since the traffic volumes do not
warrant such a design. Currendy the traffic volumes range from 8,000
to 11,000 vehicles per day, and two lanes can adequately handle this
volume.

12"-0''

~I

The vision of Westgate Avenue is that is will become the downtown
commercial "village" for the community and its visitors, particularly the
commuters who currendy use Okeechobee Boulevard as their roadway
choice. The Westgate Village is envisioned to be mixed-use, with
buildings set back 5' from the property line on a "build-to" line. The
vision calls for ground floor retail, parking on the street for short term
consumers, and parking in the rear for long term users. Upper floors
would contain either offices or residential apartments or
condominiums.
Westgate Avenue Extension. The Charrette Master Plan proposes an
extension of Westgate Avenue east from Congress Avenue. The
roadway would cross a commercial tract fronting on Congress Avenue
and extend over a bridge that crosses the large retention lake adjacent
to the Lakeside Mobile Home Park. The roadway would connect to
Old Okeechobee Road, which serves the commercial/industrial park in
the northeast sector of the CRA District. The purpose of the extension
is to provide better access to jobs in the commercial/industrial park for
residents of the CRA neighborhoods. In some cases, lower income
residents would be able to walk or bike to work from their homes. In
addition, it would create a local road that residents could use to drive to
downtovm West Palm Beach.

Figure 4.5- Two Lane Proposed Plan and Profile oJWestgateAve'tue

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan
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Westgate Avenue/ Congress Avenue Roundabout.
As a part of the extension of Westgate Avenue to the east, several
stakeholders in the Charrette expressed a strong desire for the
construction of a roundabout at the intersection of Westgate Avenue
and Congress Avenue. The roundabout would integrate the two lane
traffic on Westgate with the four lane traffic on Congress. Congress
Avenue at the intersection is an 80 foot right of way, as i~ Westgate
Avenue.

Charrette Plan

Congress Avenue Improvements. The CRA is currently investing in
landscaping in the median of Congress Avenue on the section from
Belvedere Road to Cherry Road. The CRA contemplates expanding
the beautification of Congress Avenue north to Okeechobee
Boulevard. The improvements would consist of median landscaping
and landscaping at the edge of the right of way. Congress would
remain a four-lane section, although the addition of parallel parking on
both sides and a proposed roundabout at Westgate Avenue would have
a significant traffic calming effect. While Congress would be a busy
commercial street, it would still have a fairly slow design speed fitting
for its :ole as a neighborhood connector.

u

61'I
I

F~.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redeveldpment Plan
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4.7- Plan and Profile of Congress Avenue
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Congress Avenue has the potential to become a major atttactor of
.commercial development to the CRA. It is well insulated from adjacent
residential areas, so that it could accommodate significant commercial
activity without impacting the existing residential. Since it connects
Okeechobee Boulevard with one of the entrances to the airport, it
should be an attractive location for a number ofbusiness~s, ranging
from airport support functions, to traveler oriented hotels~ to a variety
of office tenants.

Seminole Road Extension. The Charrette explored the concept of
extending Seminole Road to Belvedere Road. The community lacks
southern ac~ess and this connection would improve access for the
residents of both Golfview Heights and Westgate. Yet thls concept
was not supported by everyone, and thus must be discuss~d further if it
to be seriously considered. If an extension is accepted, the entry at
Belvedere Road could include a divided roadway and a lighted
community gateway entrance. Adjacent to the gateway could be the
development site for a new Golfview Heights Community Center, if
the community elects to construct one. As a follow up to the
Charrette, the CRA will meet with the residents of Golfvidw Heights
and determine if they wish to proceed with the extension and with a
community center.
Seminole Road in the northern part of the District, north of the L-2
Canal is a 80' right of way, a very generous width for a locAl street.
However, its width would provide in the future an excellel1t
opportunity to construct on-street parking for both the reiiidents and
the commercial establishments located near Seminole's intt:rsection
with Westgate Avenue.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redeveloph1ent Plan

Fig. 4.8 Plan of Seminole Road Extension

Cherry Road. Cherry Road is a principal east-west street serving
Golfview Heights, but it also acts as a secondary arterial, serving
commulers who cut through the community from Congress Avenue to
Military Trail. Cherry Road improvements should include landscaping,
lighting and sidewalk improvements to create a more pedestrian
friendly atmosphere. In addition, traffic calming should be introduced,
such as a roundabout at the intersection with Seminole Road, in order
to discourage cut-through traffic.
Neighborhood Streets. Neighborhood streets are in need of certain
improvements including swale improvements, parking, sidewalks,
lighting, and landscaping. The local streets in Westgate are typically 60'
right of ways and those in Golfview Heights are 50'. In the Westgate
area north of the L-2 Canal, the streets can accommodate on-street
parking.

Palm Beach County, Florida
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In Golfview Heights, where the right of way is limited to 50', the
drainage system is designed to acconunodate storm watet within the
front yard swales. In some areas of Golfview Heights there is the
opportunity to improve backyard drainage where small c:lnals were
once established.
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3. Streetscape Improvements. Apart from the roadways themselves,
several other improvements should be made within the street right-ofways tl: at will improve conununity appearance, safety, and walkability.
Sidewalks. Sidewalks are an important component of fostering a more
pedesttian-friendly environment. Currently, there are areas with only
limited sidewalks in the conununity. Some of this is due to the open
swale drainage system, which uses up the available right-of-way width
on the t:ypical40 and 50-foot streets. By making the street and drainage
improvements discussed previously, it becomes possible to introduce
sidewalks on all streets, at least on one side. 1bis should be a general
objective throughout the neighborhood. Sidewalks should be a
minimum of six feet wide, and would connect to clearly delineated
crossings at all street intersections.
Lighting. Adequate and attractive street lighting is important to
project a sense of security. Priority should be given to providing
lighting along the principal pedestrian streets, although all streets
should have a minimal level of urban lighting. One way of
accomplishing this with limited resources would be with a yard lighting
program, whereby the cost of the light would be shared between the
homeo\vners and the CRA.
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Figure 4.9 Plan and Section ofa Typical Local Street

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan

Landscaping. Much of the existing charm of CRA Redevelopment
Area is due to the lush landscaping in the area, whenever it exists. The
proposed improvements for the public rights-of-way will incorporate
landscaping that is compatible with the native vegetation, while
balancing ease of maintenance with safe sighclines .
Underground Utilities. Currently, most of the CRA Redevelopment
Area is served by overhead power, which runs along the street rightsof-way and sometimes within easements. Relocating these lines
underground will be an expensive proposition and is less of a priority
than other improvements. However, in certain areas that may
experie:1ce significant redevelopment, this could be done as part of a
more ir.volved infrastructure improvement project.

Palm Beach County, Florida
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Pedestrian and Bicycle Pathways. A fundamental objective of this
Plan is to improve pedestrian connectivity, and to de-emphasize
vehicular mobility in favor of alternative modes of transport. The
proposals for the street network and for the type of new development
all help to reinforce this objective. Specific elements of the pedestrian
system were discussed above, including sidewalks, lightinf?;, and others.
The Plan for CRA Redevelopment Area also calls for substantial
mixed-use redevelopment, particularly on Westgate Avenue and
Congress Avenue. This will introduce more destinations convenient
for both pedestrian and bicycle access. The proposed street
modifications will also serve to calm traffic flows in the rleighborhood,
and enhance the safety of both pedestrians and cyclists. 1t should be
noted that the pedestrian/ cyclist network is not strictly utilitarian, but
will also link the many green spaces in the community including
unpaved right-of-ways and the L-2 Canal Greenway. Tht Master Plan
suggests that bicycle pathways be established along Cherty Road and
Seminole Road, connecting in the future to the Greenway along the L-2
Canal. This would be the beginning of a bicycle and ruru'linf?; trail
infrastructure for the community.

Figure 4.10 indicates how such a pathway could be integt'ated into the
green space system. This shows the condition between Oswego Street
and the L-2 Canal, which would be widened to improve Uorage
capacity, but would still leave a wide greenway. This gre~nway could be
attractively landscaped to serve as a linear park, as well as an attractive
amenity for lots located on the north side of Oswego.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redeveldpment Plan
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Figure .t.tO -Agreenwqy alongside a canal
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Gateway Markers. The CRA has already initiated the ph&cement of
gateway markers in the neighborhoods to identify the areal\. Likewise
during the charrette, several stakeholders suggested that additional
markers be placed along Cherry Road, Seminole Road, Wdstgate
Avenue and Congress. Specific suggestions include the entry points of
the CRA, such as the north and south ends of Congress A\renue, and
the intersections of the following: Westgate Avenue and :Military Trail,
Old Okeechobee Road and Florida Mango Road, and Florida Mango
Road and Belvedere Road. Through placement at important
intersections, the markers will designate the significance ot entering this
historic community.

Charrette Plan

Westgate Avenue Neighborhood. The Plan proposes a redeveloped
commetcial area along Westgate Avenue, with a plaza located at the
intersec1ion of Seminole Road and Westgate Avenue. A plan of this
area is shown in Figure 4.11. This plan suggests several elements that
could be incorporated to guide the nature of future development and
transform the area into a desirable mixed-use neighborhood.
Essentially, this plan suggests that land uses should be allocated
according to a disciplined strategy that sets a very deliberate pattern as
one moves along a typical street perpendicular to Westgate Avenue.

4. Other Infrastructure.
Wastewater Collection System for Golfview Heights. !he
community of Golfview Heights is only partially served by an
underground sanitary sewer collection system. As describced in Section
II of the Plan, approximately 50% of the subdivision is lacking a central
sewer system. It is the intention of the CRA to provide a ~entral
system within two years.
C.

Community Amenities

The most important amenity proposed for the CRA Redevelopment
Area is that intangible combination of elements that, taken together,
reinforces a "sense of community." Many of these elements are already
in place, or exist as untapped potential. Foremost among these is a
clear neighborhood structure in the shape of a defined commercial
center and a neighborhood activity center. The Plan suggests that
Westgate Avenue is the logical location for the neighborhood
commercial center, while the area around the existing Westgate
Community should be the natural focus for community amenities.
However the community is in need of stronger community amenities in
order to assist in the elimination of slum and blight.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redeveloph1ent Plan
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Westgate itself is fronted by mixed-use buildings close to the sidewalk.
The remainder of the block, behind the buildings, serves as parking,
which may extend across the next street, depending on the heights of
the buildings and the amount of parking required. Tills parking abuts
the back side of rear-loaded townhouses that front onto the next street,
Genessee. The entire next block is devoted to a drainage pond,
attractively landscaped to serve as a neighborhood park. The pattern
repeats with townhomes fronting the north side of the park/pond,
behind which is the parking for the commercial properties fronting on
Okeechobee Boulevard.
While this regularized pattern does require some significaht reallocation of land uses, it yields a much more valuable neighborhood,
despite the fact that an entire block had to be given over to drainage.
For those current landowners whose properties are in the proposed
pond, they should have the opportunity to trade it for another property
with redevelopment potential. Ultimately, the potential value of any
property in this area will be contingent on the ability of the CRA to
accomplish land re-allocation on this scale.
The effect of this new development pattern is illustrated by Figure 4.12,
which shows the central block of the park and pond, frortted on either
side by two to three story townhomes. The area would have at least as
much residential density as it could have had under curreht conditions,
plus, the drainage has been accommodated in a manner that creates a
valuable and attractive community amenity.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan

Figure 4.12- Townhomes along the drainage park.
The buildings on Westgate Avenue front the street and feature active,
pedesttian-oriented, uses at the street level. The upper floors could be
used as small office suites or residential apartments. The view down
Westgate Avenue is shown in Figure 4.12, with the plaza visible in the
distanc·~ on the right.
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Schoo Is. There are currendy three public schools within the CRA
Redevelopment Area community serving the population of children
living there. Westgate Elementary School is the traditional elementary
school. while Gold Coast Community School and Survivors Charter
School are alternative schools for children with learning or discipline
issues. The Plan suggests linking the schools to the Greenway so that
children can walk or bike to school from their homes. Westgate
Elementary is situated on the L-2 Canal and would be part of the
Green'vay.
The Greenway. The Greenway, a linear park proposed alongside the
L-2 Canal extending from Florida Mango Street to the western
bound:~.ry of the CRA District, was one of the most visionary ideas of
the Master Plan Charrette. Residents applauded the idea of having a
significant linear park or greenway running through their community.
It would provide much needed open space for the community and
would also be functional. The Greenway woUld measure
appro:ximately 40' to 50' in width and would parallel the L-2 Canal, the
east-west drainage ditch currendy carrying a major portion of the storm
water tun-off in the area. The Greenway woUld consist of a paved trail
for walking, jogging, dog walking, and bicycling. It would be lighted
and landscaped and woUld contain sitting areas at periodic intervals.
The Greenway woUld be located generally on the north side of the L-2
Canal c~xcept when it crosses over the L-2 and runs a short distance to
the we>tem edge of Golfview Heights. The CRA currendy owns over a
dozen lots on the north side and woUld contribute these to creating the
Greenway. The acquisition and development costs of the Greenway
woUld be borne by the CRA, the County and the drainage district.
Figure 4.14 depicts a view of the proposed enhancements along the
Greenway.

Figure 4.13- View down Ww;gate Avenue
The plaza itself is intended to be a neighborhood amenity and gathering
space. Proposed improvements include landscaping, a fountain,
benches and cafe seating, as well several small concession pavilions and
a band/ performance platform. With convenient, on-street parking and
a fairly dense mix of surrounding buildings, this plaza is well-located to
be an active and vibrant commercial center. The plaza would be linked
to the Westgate Community Center by bicycle paths and landscaping.

Westgate Community Center. This existing park features several
playfields and courts, a playground, gymnasium, and a cdmmunity
center facility. The Master Plan proposes to enhance and improve the
Center, particularly the outdoor areas. The proposal callt for the
expansion of the retention lake and creation of a lakesidd amenity for
the residents to use for picnics, exercise, and other social activities. The
lake could be an attraction rather than what it is today: a fenced off,
poorly maintained detraction.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redeveldpment Plan
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Fzgure .C.16 - View along the Greenwt!J
1-'zgure 4.14 - GreenWC!J at the Communiry Center

Neighborhood Parks. The Plan proposes to provide additional open
space to the residential areas in the form of small neighborhood parks.
These parks can be passive in nature or can be active depending upon
the de~ ires and care given by the immediate neighborhood residents.
The Plan proposes that a budget be set up to implement neighborhood
parks ~nd that neighborhood groups advance their concepts for
location and design. The location of the parks may be on vacant land
or on property currently occupied by a blighted building.
Neighborhood Revitalization.

Figure 4.15 - Communiry Center

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redeveldpment Plan

The existing residential areas of Belvedere Homes and Golfview
Heights are fairly stable and are not anticipated to change much. Some
needed infrastructure improvements, such as sanitary sewer and better
street lighting, have already been discussed and are incorporated in the
list of improvement projects in the CRA plan. Other improvements,
such a!; landscaping, assistance with remodeling, and conversion of
duplex units into single family units, would go a long way toward
improving the overall appearance of the neighborhood, and would also
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encourage increased homeownership. Another factor that detracts
from the overall appearance of the community is the large number of
cars that are parked on the streets and, sometimes, in the front yard.
Many homes do not have garages, or only a one-car garage if they do.
Several strategies could be used to address this situation.

Charrette Plan

The appearance of the houses would also be improved by adding low
picket fences or hedges to define the front yards. This can be done
quite ir expensively and goes a long way to build community pride. An
illustra1ion of the cumulative effect of the off-street parking strategies,
fencing, and other street improvements is shown in Figure 4.18.

The biggest change would occur if small parking courts cbuld be
created between the houses, as indicated on Figure 4.17. Where the
existing space between the homes is sufficient, as many at four cars
could be accommodated, all behind the front fac;ade line, so that they
would be less visible from the street. Where adjacent prOperties could
put their driveways side by side, it would also reduce the humber of
driveway cuts occurring along the street. This strategy wtmld remove a
significant percentage of units from the street, while the ones remaining
on the street could be required to park on one side of the street only.
This would discipline the appearance of the street, as wei! as making it
easier for cars to move along the street.

Figure 4.18- A !JPica/ neighborhood street

Figure 4.17- A !JPica/ neighborhood street

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan
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D. Redevelopment and Development Opportunities

Charrette Plan

limited SeJ vice hotels located further north, offering business facilities
such as a c onference center.

Summary. The Master Plan suggests a series of public improvements,
such as a master storm water drainage program and beautifitation of
Congress Avenue and Westgate Avenue. These actions would benefit
the redevelopment potential of many sectors and parcels of land within
the CRA District. The following is a discussion of some of these
redevelopment opportunities, as illustrated in the Master Phtn.

Other use . on the Kennel Club site, as illustrated in the Master Plan,
include of ice and office warehouse flex space. The flex space would
be utilized by distributors who utilize air cargo facilities at the Airport.
Congress \.venue also contains several vacant parcels near the L-2
Canal. Tl: ese parcels along with others north of the L-2, would be ideal
sites for a :nixture of uses, including ground floor retail, office and
residential If the Master Plan proposal for the development of a large
retention • ake adjacent to the Lakeside Mobile Home Park were to be
realized, tllen the parcels on Congress Avenue, whose back lot lines
would fac ~ the lake, would be ideal sites for mixed-use. The buildings
could be 1 >w-rise apartments with retail on the ground floor, in the
currently ] •opular style of traditional neighborhood development. They
could pro- -ide a great opportunity for "near-downtown" living.

Congress Avenue. Congress Avenue offers several significant
redevelopment opportunities for privately owned property. The first of
these is the area at the intersection of Congress Avenue and Belvedere
Road, as well as some of the adjacent land on Congress Avenue. These
parcels, known as the Kennel Club, offer the most potential for larger
scale redevelopment. The Kennel Club, situated on a 46-acte site
would be suited for a public/ private partnership with Palm Beach
International Airport. At the corner of the site on Belvedere R.oad, the
Master Plan suggests the development of a major hotel and a vertical
automobile rental facility. This location would work well with t:he
current master plan for the airport, which anticipates the tetmihal and
parking facilities extruding eastward from their present position. This
would lend itself well to a future pedestrian bridge connectibn across to
a central rental facility on the site of the Kennel Club.

Figure 4.1) suggests another, more aggressive redevelopment
possibility If sufficient contiguous property could be assembled, a
project of considerable intensity and impact could be realized Such a
project we uld take advantage of the proximity to the airport and the
potential c fa strong commercial area to create a mixed-use project on a
scale similrr to that of City Place. Such a project would have ground
level retail as well as office and residential uses. Taller structures,
perhaps u >to 15 stories, would take advantage of the waterside views.

The six to eight automobile rental agencies at the airport, cl.trrently
located on individual sites along Belvedere Road, would be
incorporated into a single facility. Automobiles would be rented,
returned, and serviced within the multi-story facility. The irtcorporation
of the vertical facility would enable the Airport to better ucike the land
on Belvedere Road currently occupied by these agencies.
In addition to the rental facility, a major hotel would also be located in
the area, on the east side of Congress. This hotel would be readily
accessible from the airport and could serve as an alternative to the

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopme"t Plan
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4.19 - Congress Avenue Mixed- se Buildings

In summary, Congress Avenue represents a major opportUnity to
establish an office, residential and mixed-use corridor for the CRA
District.
Westgate Avenue. Westgate Avenue represents the opp<)rtunity of
establishing a neighborhood downtown, a mixed-use retail center that
serves the residential citizens of the CRA District as well at those,
particularly commuters, who choose to stop and shop in a more unique
and specialized shopping environment. The Master Plan iliustrates the
Westgate Avenue concept, described as follows. Ground hoor space
would be situated close to the street and would contain both retailers
and commercial offices, such as real estate, insurance, and bther. The
upper floors of the buildings would contain residential apahments,
either for rent or for sale. These apartments are important to sustain
the retail on the ground floors. Parking would be situated !n the street
(a newly designed Westgate Avenue) and in the rear of the t>roperty.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redeveloprheht Plan
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Northeast Warehouse District. This area, located in the northeast
part of the CRA, has easy access to downtown West Palm Beach and
will likely transition to higher status uses as time passes. Two major
changes proposed in this plan should help this to occur. One is the
removal of the trailer park in order to improve drainage and the other is
the extension of Westgate Avenue east of Congress. Both of these
items have been previously discussed and are illustrated in Figure 4.21.
This will make the area both more accessible and more attractive, and
should encourage the transition of land uses to more office and
commercial uses. The existing warehouse uses could be relocated to
the southwest portion of the CRA, where the proximity to bne of the
runway approaches makes that land of limited value for oilier uses.
\..

________ -----~---·---.--· ----.

~~-----------~---

Figure 4.21- The northeast quadrant

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopmertt Plan
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Belvede e Road. The major arterial currently houses many airport
uses, par icularly the automobile rental agencies. In addition the
County c wns much of the area between Club House Drive and
Congress Avenue. The area currently houses the offices of the County
as well as Hertz automobile rental agency. The County contemplates
moving t teir offices to another location (Vista Center) and
subsegue 1tly much of the land will become available for
redeveloi ment. The Airport will determine its use since the asset could
enhance I ne viability of the airport. The Master Plan illustrates the use
of the an 1 as office and office/warehouse flex space. These uses
would be very suitable for a growing airport.
Okeechc bee Road. Okeechobee Road is one of the most heavily
traveled a :terials in the County and contains a multitude of uses,
including automobile agencies, big boxes, small and medium sized
retailers, ~it-down restaurants, and numerous fast food restaurants. The
south sid• of Okeechobee Road contains very shallow uses whose
parking is in most cases very limited. The Master Plan illustrates the
expansior of the Okeechobee sites by incorporating land back to
Chickam~ .1ga Street. This has already happened in a few locations such
as the Me :cedes dealership.
Neighbo ·hood Townhomes. Several types of townhouse
developm ~nts could be used in the areas between the more intensive,
commerci u on Okeechobee Road and the less intensive proposed
mixed-us( buildings on Westgate Avenue. This type of building would
mediate tl e differing scales of development of the commercial and
residentia areas, and help to provide a smooth and harmonious
transition Jetween the two. Townhouses are a very flexible building
type that < an fill a variety of roles within the urban fabric, from a
continuo~.: ; street wall of the row house to a smaller scaled building that
contains t vo to four units. They might front directly on the street with
a small st< op area, or be set back behind small, fenced courtyards. In
any case, t 1e garages should be accessed from the rear, where alleys can
be introdt: ::ed, which minimizes the impact of the automobile on the
front of tl e unit, and makes the street more conducive to pedestrian
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actlVlty. Figure 4.22 shows a row of townhouses and demonstrates
how the scale of such a building is compatible with the exitting
neighborhood, while also providing a transition to the mot'e intensive
development in the commercial center. As discussed earlic:lr, the
townhouses would face the retention lakes on Chickamauwa and
Genesee Streets.

Figure 4.22 New Townhouse Types.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopmeht Plan
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E. Sumll taty

Duplex Housing Redevelopment. Multi-family units, predominantly
duplexes, make up a portion of the residential structures in CRA
Redevelopment Area. While this provides much-needed affordable
housing in the neighborhood, there are some detrimental aesthetic
effects to the large number of multi-family units. The majot complaint
seems to be the large number of vehicles parked in front ot the units, in
many cases on the lawn as well as the driveways. The large humber of
driveways is also unsightly, and tends to discourage pedestri.lm activity.

It is clear hat the CRA has a number of exciting redevelopment
possibilitij s. The area has been long constrained against development
by its drai tage problems. While this will not be easy to address, the
benefits sl ould more than outweigh the efforts. Only a coordinated
and comp ·ehensive strategy such as the one proposed here will
accomplis t the necessary changes, but the time and the will of the
communit r seem to favor this action. There are, of course, concerns in
the comm mity regarding the scale of development and the range of
change pr1 'Posed, but this type of major redevelopment is limited to
areas that .re greatly underdeveloped. The stable residential areas will
remain larl :ely undisturbed, except for some much needed
infrastruct rre and streetscape improvements.

The Plan proposes several strategies for the duplex housing that will
help to mitigate the negative effects of the duplex housing 'While still
maintaining a good variety of housing options.
First, is to introduce modest renovations that would add elements, such
as a front porch, to an existing duplex unit in a manner that would give
it the scale and appearance of a single-family unit, while retaining a
functional duplex. Other inexpensive elements, such as a picket fence,
could also be used to discipline the front yard area, create a dear
distinction between the public and private reahns, and fostet a sense of
ownership; and, hopefully, civic pride in maintaining the outward
appearance of the unit. The CRA will create a redevelopment program
discussed in Section V of this Plan to assist duplex owners tO renovate
the exterior of structures.

While the · 1sion proposed here may not be realized in its specific detail,
it is intend !d primarily as an illustration of the possibilities that are
inherent in the area. The following sections of the report cover in
more detai the strategies necessary to implement this plan.

The duplex could also be converted to a single family residerlce with a
special policy that the unit be occupied by a home owner not a renter.
The duplex conversion would need CRA assistance as discussed in
Section V of this Plan. The CRA or home buyer could purchase an
existing duplex. •The CRA could resell the duplex to a homehuyer with
the stipulation that they must live in the structure for a period of five or
more years in order to qualify for a conversion subsidy.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopm..nt Plan
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A.
Community Redevelopment Agency Projects and
Programs

discusse• . below intends to provide the framework for future studies
and eval1 .ations of specific issues in the Westgate/Belvedere Homes
Commw ity Redevelopment Area (CRA).

The projects and programs of the Community Redevelopment Agency
are designed to solve underlying problems which have a blighting
influence on the Community Redevelopment Area, satisfy basic needs
of the populace or take advantage of opportunities for economic, social
or aesthetic improvement. Overall redevelopment strategies of both
the CRA and the County are embodied within these projeCts and
programs undertaken by the CRA.

Proj :ct Objectives
•
•

The following sections provide a detailed description of all current and
proposed projects and programs for which funding is provided or will
be provided in the future, by the Community Redevelopment Agency.
For organizational purposes, these projects and programs have been
divided into three groups: Group "1 ": Planning; Group "2":
Redevelopment; and Group "3": Community Improvement. This
organizational structure is not; however, meant to be mutually
exclusive, since many projects contain components, which fit into more
than one category.

•
•

•

•
•

Group "1": Planning

•

# 1.1:

•
•
•

"Planning for the CRAArea"

Background
The CRA Board of Commissioners, its staff, residents, prot>erty
owners, and businesses recently completed a series of workshops to
discuss redevelopment issues in the CRA Area. The workshops
produced a set of recommendations, which are summarized in the
earlier section of this plan, and have laid the groundwork for the
following redevelopment programs. The general planning program

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan

Redevelopment Programs

•

•

I

Jpdate the CRA Redevelopment Plan as necessary to
: J.corporate new information and changed conditions;
: ~tudy the infrastructure needs of the community, particularly
1•ut not limited to drainage, sanitary sewer, streets, sidewalks,
: treet lighting, and other infrastructure; Review long-range
i 1frastructure needs;
' :ontinue the planning process to improve long range
: trategies;
J 'rovide a basis for new ideas and research for grants;
J dentify new issues which may arise which meet the objectives
'fthe CRA;
l ~ncourage both affordable housing and market rate housing in
11e CRA; develop a housing strategy for the future;
~ tudy the opportunities for the creation of and the
i nprovement of existing public open space;
l :ncourage the construction of parking, both public and
1rivate, to meet the current and future den1and;
] J.crease employment and business opportunities in the area;
] nprove street appearance by beautification;
] rovide implementation plans for the urban design principals
( ;;tablished in the CRA workshops;
1 .ssure safety and discourage crime in the neighborhood
t trough adequate street lighting, safe pedestrian walkways,
<:>de enforcement, and other measures to meet these goals;
I romote a sense of community among residents; conduct
( iucational workshops with the community to better inform
t 1e citizens of the future of the area;
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Project Description
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Study the parking needs, issues, and requirements irt various
areas, including retaining parking consultants;
Evaluate automobile and pedestrian traffic patterns and make
recommendations for improving roadways and walkways;
Study building codes, zoning regulations and land development
regulations, including design guidelines, in order to improve
the redevelopment process and implementation;
Identify strategically important structures and properties for
acquisition and redevelopment;
Study the feasibility of establishing assessment districts or
business improvement districts and a Storm Water
Management District within the CRAin order to accelerate
improvements;
Assist in establishing a merchants association;
Increase housing opportunities in the neighborhoods; assist in
establishing a community development corporation
("CHDO'') for the purpose of providing leadership in
affordable housing in the community;
Increase open space opportunities in the neighborhbods;
Coordinate and plan with the County on their progtam called
"CCRT";
Coordinate and plan with the Airport in developing a master
plan for each area that enhances the other;
Coordinate and plan with the numerous drainage districts in
the area to develop a master storm water drainage strategy and
plan;
Study and plan all issues which relate to meeting the objectives
of the CRA;
Study and plan all issues that meets the policy, goals, and
objectives of the Palm Beach County Comprehensive Plan; and

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redeveloprteent Plan
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Redevelopment Programs

St 1dy and plan all issues which advances the intent of the
C ,mmunity Redevelopment Act, F. S. 163, Part III.

Projet t Participants and Administration

•

T Le Community Redevelopment Agency will administer the
plmning. The County will provide the staff support for
plLnning services on an "as-needed" basis.

Fund ng Sources

•

T Le CRA, the County and others, as appropriate, will provide
fu 1ding for staff support and professional consultants.

Projet t Schedule
•
•

•

Pl tnning is an on-going endeavor of the CRA and other
g< vemmental agencies;
C ,mpletion and adoption of the CRA Plan in FY 2003; and
F1 ture revisions to the CRA Plan will be made as required and
pl Lnning for specific issues will be made as required.

Group "2 ': Redevelopment

# 2.1:

"l nfrastructure Development Program"

Bac~:round

One c f the primary reasons for the establishment of the CRA was
to assi ;t in providing infrastructure improvements including sewer,
water, drainage, street improvements, sidewalks, and other
impro rements for the community. The program in the early years
of the CRA dominated the agenda of the Board. Since many parts
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Redevelopment Programs

of the CRA have inadequate infrastructure such as sewer, drainage,
street lights, on-street parking, sidewalks and landscaping, it will be
an important program to continue in order to encourage economic
revival of the community. The CRA will study togethtr with the
County the feasibility of establishing a master storm water drainage
district in which property owners will contribute to both capital
costs and maintenance costs to a trust fund that in turn provides
improvements to the area such that any new development may not
be required to provide on-site detention or retention to satisfy their
storm water requirements.

•

Project Objectives

Proj !Ct Participants and Administration

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Elimination of blighting influences;
Physical and economic revitalization of the neighborhoods and
commercial areas;
Improve the appearance of the area;
Improve health conditions for residents;
Encourage redevelopment of vacant lots;
Encourage the renovation of existing structures; aJ'ld
Raise the property values of the existing homes in the area.

Project Description

•

•

•

Assist the County in studying the cost, engineering, and
financial feasibility of improving roadways, street lighting,
sidewalks, bicycle pathways, open space, parks, and storm
drainage systems throughout the community;
Provide funds for the payment of the capital costs of the
infrastructure stated above as well as planning, surt-eying, and
engmeenng;
Provide funds for the engineering and construction of a
wastewater system and potable water system for the entire

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan

•

•

' ommunity; particularly that part of Golfview Heights which is
: tot served by sewer;
~ 'rovide funds for the engineering and construction of swale
i nprovements in the community;
~ 'rovide funds for the engineering and construction of drainage
: ystems throughout the community including the management
: nd maintenance of the systems; and
' 'rovide funds for the engineering and construction of open
: pace and recreation facilities including but not limited to
1,ocket parks and the linear park documented within this Plan.

' be project will be administered by the CRA with assistance by
County. Depending upon the magnitude of the study and
1 roject, the County or other governmental entity may take the
l :ad and the CRA may contribute both funds and strategic
i ieas; and
( )ther participants may include, but are not limited to, Lake
' Vorth Drainage District, Palm Beach County Airport, the
~ tate of Florida, federal government and others as required.
1 :1e

•

Fun• ling Sources

•
•

1 otential funding sources include, but are not limited to, the
<:ounty, State and Federal Governments; and
<:RA tax increment.

Proj• ct Schedule

•

~

he program is currently underway in many parts of the CRA.
( >ther areas will be addressed as funds become available.
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Redevelopment Programs

Projc ct Participants and Administration

# 2.2:

"Fa~ade

Improvement Program"
•

Background
•
The program provides funds for exterior design and improvements
to both commercial and residential properties in the CRA. The
funding levels will be set by the Board of CRA Commissioners as
tax increment revenue becomes available on an annual basis. The
funds may be loans or grants as decided by the board on a case by
case basis and may require matching funds from applicants.

Fum ing Sources
•

Project Objectives
•
•
•
•
•

1 he project will be administered and coordinated by the CRA;
:nd
( )ther participants may include, but are not limited to the
( ounty, the future merchants associations, developers,
r $idents, homebuyers, lending institutions, and property
c wners.

•

Elimination of blighting influences;
Physical and economic revitalization of the neighborhoods and
commercial areas;
Improve the appearance of the area;
Improve safety for residents, shoppers and tourists; and
Improve visual appearance of existing structures.

Proj( ct Schedule
•

Project Description
•
•

•

Provide grants and loans for correcting code issues in
buildings;
Provide grants and loans to property owners or their tenants
for rehabilitating commercial and residential structures, both
new and existing buildings; and
Provide architectural, landscape architectural and engineering
design technical assistance for residential and corrutlercial
structures.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan

The CRA will provide funding for the program elements;
and
Other potential funding sources include, but are not
limited to the County, State and Federal Governments,
businesses, banks, builders, homebuyers, and private
contributions.

The program will be initiated in 2004 or as funds are
available.

# 2.3: ,. ~eighborhood Improvement Program"
Bad ground
The ( ommunity contains valuable consumers that could contribute
to the shopping success of the neighborhood commercial in the
Distr :::t. The neighborhoods represent the first band of housing
adjao nt to the commercial, and it should be preserved, revitalized
and e 1hanced. For this reason the CRA's program will aide in the
revita ization process.

I
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Project Objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Elimination of blighting influences;
Physical and economic revitalization of the neighborhood;
Increase resident participation in the revitalization process;
Redevelopment of the commercial areas;
Improve the appearance of the area, particularly the cleanliness
of the area;
Improve safety for residents and their guests;
Improve visual appearance of existing structures;
Improve the livability of the neighborhood; and
Promote home ownership.

Project Description
•

•
•
•

•
•

Establish an alliance with the business and resident
associations to assist in carrying out the objectives of the CRA
programs including community improvement projects, cultural
events and assistance with code enforcement;
Acquire problem properties, rehabilitate and resell to
homebuyers and/ or users;
Establish a maintenance and dean-up program to eliminate
trash, unsightly structures, and other blighting influences;
Establish added security for the community with the police
department; assist in developing a police substation within the
community;
Acquire multi-family structures for conversion to single-family
home ownership;
Establish a special incentive program for County setvice
employees including but not limited to public servants,
teachers, police officers, fire fighters, and others, to acquire
residential structures in the neighborhoods for home

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan
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•
•
•
•

Redevelopment Programs

o vnership. The incentives include, but not limited to, low
ir terest loans for acquisition and rehabilitation, grants and
lc ms for conversion of multi-family structures to single family,
d •wn payment assistance, and architectural, engineering and
p: mning assistance;
E ;tablish a yard lighting program with the residential homes in
w uch the CRA and the homeowner will share the cost of
p1 oviding yard lighting;
P ovide financial assistance for the removal of unneeded septic
S} ;terns being replaced by central wastewater systems;
P: ovide financial assistance for a yard light program described
in this Plan;
PJ ovide home improvement loans and/ or grants for correcting
c< de deficiencies; and
P1 ovide architectural and engineering design technical
as iistance for residential and commercial structures in need of
re 1abilitation;

Proje• t Participants and Administration
•

•

TI Le project will be administered and coordinated by the CRA
bt t the County will play an important part, particularly their
H msing and Community Development Department; and
0 her participants may include, but are not limited to the
C. •unty, neighborhood associations, developers and builders,
re idents, homebuyers, lending institutions, and property
o' ners.

Fund1 ng Sources
•

11 .e CRA and the County will provide funding of the program
elc ments, for which the CRA and/ or the County are
re ponsible; and
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•

Redevelopment Programs

the c .strict. Displacement must be accompanied by a relocation
stratt gy. Many of the potentially displaced residents may be
cand dates for new or rehabilitated subsidized housing. The
repla :ement housing can target the existing housing stock as well as
new lOusing on existing vacant lots. The CRA partnership with
the I 'epartment of Housing and Community Development will be
an in portant one in dealing with relocation.

Other potential funding sources include, but are not limited to,
State and Federal Governments, businesses, banks, builders,
homebuyers, and private contributions.

Project Schedule
The program will commence in 2004, or as funding is tvailable

The ' ommunity workshop articulated a desire to provide additional
hous ng for the elderly. The CRA could play an important role in
findi tg suitable sites for such an important goal.

# 2.4: "Housing"
Background

The ' :RA will create a community development corporation
(CD<:), a 501 (c)(3), non-profit, whose mission is to design and
carry mt an affordable housing program. The CRA will assist the
CDC in obtaining a certification as a certified housing development
orgat ization (CHDO), which enables the non-profit to tap into
prog ams organized by the County and State for affordable
hous ng. The CDC's board would be made up from residents and
busir ess owners irt the community and whose sole purpose is to
incre ~se the affordable housirtg supply for residents of the
corm mnity as well as the County.

The County and the CRA have a goal. of improving the CRA
Redevelopment Area, particularly the older, deteriorated housing
and in providing new housing for low to moderate irtcome
residents. The area has many positive attributes for families,
particularly its close proximity to major employment centers such
as the Airport and downtown West Palm Beach, but the area is also
blighted, interspersed by rental housing and disinvestment. If a
prospective homebuyer were to evaluate the area as a potential site
for a home, it would be clear that the cost of rehabilitating an older
home together with the purchase price of the existing ~tructure
may exceed the fair market value of the home after renovations.

The' Vestgate/Belvedere Homes CRA housing strategy can be
sutru tarized as follows.

The overall objective is to invigorate the neighborhood with new
homebuyers and establish the area as a viable home ownership
community. Currently over 40% of the homes in the community
are renter occupied. Furthermore an additional objecti'Ve is to
assure that current residents do not lose their ability to live in the
community as property values increase.

•

•

The Master Plan calls for the acquisition of an existing mobile
home park in order to provide drainage for the eastern section of

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan

•

I

1 rovide community organizational assistance to
r eighborhoods in developing neighborhood associations that
i t turn develop improvement and educational programs joirttly
-..: ith the CRA and the County;
( reate a Community Development Corporation to serve the
( RA Area and assist in certifying the organization as a
( ommunity Housing Development Organization;
J cquire lots for affordable housing;
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acquire land for market-rate housing;
Provide code enforcement assistance in developing a "zero
tolerance" to major infractions; work with the County to
stiffen the penalties for frequent offenders;
Raise the percentage of home ownership through
concentrating on rehabilitation housing;
Acquire problem multi-family housing and either dear for
future home ownership housing or convert to single family;
Prepare for the relocation of any residents that may be
displaced by infrastructure projects or other proje<:ts;
Identify sites for elderly housing;
Formalize county employee program;
Develop mixed-use buildings with residential uses on Westgate
Avenue, Congress and other suitable areas;
Develop urban townhouses as "workforce" housirtg;

Project Objectives
•
•
•
•
•

Provide decent, affordable housing for residentS who are of
low-to-moderate income level;
Encourage a range of housing types and costs in order to
establish a cross-section of income groups;
Stabilize and preserve the neighborhoods through
redevelopment and the elimination of slum and blight;
Encourage fee simple home ownership; and
Reduce the number of multi-family structUres 1n the
neighborhood.

Project Description
•

The details of the housing strategy program may be set forth in
program guidelines adopted by the CRA.
However,
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• omponents of the program may include, but are not limited to
1 b.e following:
Provide community organizational and technical
assistance to neighborhoods in developing
neighborhood associations that in turn develops
improvement and educational programs jointly
with the CRA and the County;
Provide organizational and technical assistance to
local community development corporations
specializing in the community, including assisting
in creating a CDC in the community;
Acquire lots for affordable housing; act as a land
banking facilitator;
Acquire land for market-rate housing;
CRA acquisition of vacant residential lots and
residences for resale and development or
redevelopment;
Provide code enforcement assistance in
developing a "zero tolerance" to major
infractions; work with the County to stiffen the
penalties for frequent offenders;
Raise the percentage of home ownership through
concentrating on rehabilitation housing;
Acquire problem multi-family housing and either
clear for future home ownership housing or
convert to single family;
Prepare for the relocation of any residents that
may be displaced by infrastructure projects or
other projects;
Identify sites and acquire sites for elderly housing;
Formalize county employee program; Provide
additional incentives for all service employees of
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the County who purchase structures for singlefamily home ownership;
Develop mixed-use buildings with residential uses
on Westgate Avenue, Congress and other suitable
areas;
Develop urban townhouses as "workforce"
housing;
Home Buyer Assistance (subsidies setuted by
CRA soft second mortgages);
Credit Enhancement for Builders through loan
guarantees for a portion of construction loans for
speculative homes;
Permanent Loan Assistance with interest subsidies
or direct low-interest loans;
Homebuyer's marketing program;
Referral of prospective home buyers to other
agencies, which provide education on home
ownership and credit repair;
Architectural and engineering design assistance to
builders, homebuyers, and non-profits at minimal
cost;
Provide grants to homebuyers convetting multifamily structures to single family home ownership;

•

•

•

•

'be CRA will provide funding for the program elements for
rhich it is responsible; and
( )ther potential funding sources include, but are not limited to,
] .ocal, State and Federal Governmental Grants, including the
~ tate Housing Initiative Partnership Program (SHIP) and
l rivate contributions.

~

The CRA may also provide the above services as part of a joint
program between other public and private sector participants;
To supplement the program, the CRA may assist the police
department to improve security in the area through the
purchase or lease and rehabilitation or construction of one or

westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan

>articipants may include, but are not limited to, the CRA, the
:ounty, conununity groups and organizations, public bodies
.nd private not-for-profit corporations, private
levelopers/homebuilders, citizens, non-profit housing
•ponsors, homebuyers, lending institutions, the County and
' :ounty Housing Authority, and other foundations, the State of
. 'lorida Housing Finance Agency, and public/private sponsors;
:nd
' :be roles and the various participants will be set forth in the
1•rogram guidelines adopted by the CRA and County; however,
1 be CRA may commence on any of the above elements of the
J•rogram as directed by the CRA Board of Commissioners.

Fun• ling Sources

•

•

nore housing units or conunercial structures within the
:onununity for use as a substation;
rhe CRA may also provide, on a temporary basis, vacant lots
eased to the County or a neighborhood association for use as
:onununity gardens, open space, or neighborhood parks; and
Jrovide architectural and engineering design for sample
lffordable housing structures, including the issuance of a
lesign competition.

Proj !Ct Participants and Administration

Apply for grants and other aid to enhance the
program including economic development, credit
repair, beautification projects and administration;
•

Redevelopment Programs

•

I
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Project Schedule

•

•
•

Program is on-going and will continue as funding becomes
available.

Redevelopment Programs

I 1crease nighttime activity in the commercial areas;
I rovide housing opportunities, particularly in mixed-use
c evelopments, in the community, both affordable and marketr tte;

Projt ct Description

# 2.5: "Mixed-Use Commercial and Residential Infill
Redevelopment''
Background

The CRA, as part of their long range strategy for redevelopment,
wishes to encourage private development on infill sites in certain
areas of the Redevelopment Area, particularly mixed-use projects.
The area is ripe for the private sector to invest their capital in
response to the public investment in infras~cture that is expected
to be made. Infill sites may be as small as a smgle lot for a new
home or as large as an acre or more, such as the vacant land on
Westgate Avenue and Congress Avenue. More typical will be infill
sites for residential and for mixed-use with residential being the
predominant use.

•

•

•

•

Project Objectives

•

•
•

•
•
•

Eliminate blighting influences; and
Create jobs.
Provide economic stimulation and private investment in the
community;
Assemble sites large enough for a small and medium scale
projects;
Improve marketability and demand of the retail in the
community;
Provide additional neighborhood shopping opportunities and
services for area residents;

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan

•

I 'evelopment of mixed-use redevelopment projects, housing
f rojects and commercial revitalization projects;
1 he CRA may offer incentives to attract major tenant(s)
iJ .eluding but not limited to financial assistance for parking,
a ·chitectural design, off-site infrastructure, construction, and
c :hers;
1 he CRA may offer incentives to developers to encourage
n .ixed-use projects including but not limited to financial
a sistance for parking, architectural design, off-site
it frasttucture and others. Refer to other incentive programs in
tl .e Plan for a description of other potential incentives;
1 he CRA and the County will study building, zoning and other
h ad development regulations for infill buildings and make
r• commendations to the County Commission for changes to
tl e respective codes, in the form of a zoning design guidelines
a td regulations in order to encourage infill development; and
1lle CRA may acquire infill sites for the purpose of reselling to
t1 e private sector. The sites may require multiple acquisitions,
d :molition of structures, environmental clean-up, site planning
a: talysis, market research and other investigation by the CRA in
o -der to enhance the sale of sites.

Proje ;t Participants and Administration

•

T1e project will be administered and coordinated by the CRA
ir cooperation with the County; and
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•

Projec t Objectives

Other participants may include, but are not limited tt> the
County, the local (proposed) business association, other
associations, residents, homebuyers, lending institutions,
property owners, other community groups and organizations,
public bodies and private, not-for-profit corporations, private
developers/homebuilders, non-profit housing sponsors,
homebuyers, lending institutions, and other foundations, and
public/private sponsors.

•
•

•
•
•

Funding Sources
•

•

With respect to public investments the CRA and the County
and others, as appropriate, will provide the funding for
incentives, technical assistance, land acquisition and other
resources; and
With respect to private investments funding sources for
redevelopment will be provided by the developer, tehants, and
property owners as appropriate.

•

Tc acquire properties for the purpose of fulfilling the
oc ectives of the CRA;
T c accelerate the redevelopment process by assembling land
fo redevelopment. Property may be resold or leased to the
p.r: v-ate or public sector; land may be sold at the CRA's cost, at
m: rket value or under market value;
Tc promote housing and mixed-use development;
Tc provide land for storm water retention;
Tc assist in seeding an area, which may need the CRA as a
Cal uyst to commence redevelopment; and
Tc encourage infill redevelopment, both public and private
de "elopment.

Projec : Description

Project Schedule
Program will commence in 2004.

•

Ac 1uire land for any CRA program established in the CRA
Re levelopment Plan;

•

Di ;pose of land in any manner that supports the goals of
rec evelopment;
He ld property for a period of time sufficient to accomplish
rec evelopment purposes;
Th ! CRA may sell or lease, as defined in the State Statutes,
pre perty for less than, equal to or greater than the fair market
val1e;
Th ! CRA may transfer property to the County equal to or less
th~ n or greater than its basis;
Th ! CRA may donate property for a public purpose; and
Th ~ CRA may purchase property from the County or any
go· -emmental authority operating within the CRA District.

•
•

# 2.6: "Land Acquisition Program"
Background

•
The programs established in this plan authorize the CRA to acquire
property for redevelopment purposes. Although the CR.A has the
broad authority to acquire any property in its district, this program
lists specific properties that the plan targets for acquisitidn.
Nothing in this program, however, is meant to restrain the CRA
from acquiring any property within its district.
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•
•

I
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Project Participants and Administration
•

Redevelopment Programs

CRJ Area. Therefore, this program has been created to assist the
sma: l entrepreneur, even those that have little experience but wish
to o •en a new business. Some of the future tenants and developers
of tl e community will be those who reside in the community and
havt a stake at seeing it improve.

The CRA and the County will participate individually or joindy
in land acquisition as required.

Funding Sources
•

•

•

The ntent of one part of this program is to develop a pool of
mon ~y from one or more loca:l banks, which could be used to
prov .de loans to Community Redevelopment Area businesses for
expa 1sion and or the establishment of a new business. As an
ince1 rive and inducement, the CRA may assist borrowers by
buyi tg down the interest rate that banks charge and effectively
enab e the lenders to make low interest loans.

The CRA and the County will provide funding of the program
elements, for which the CRA and/ or the County are
responsible, respectively;
Other potential funding sources include, but are not limited to,
the County, State and Federal Governments, FDOT, Lake
Worth Drainage District, Palm Beach County Airport,
businesses, banks, builders, homebuyers, foundations and
private contributions; and
The CRA will provide the funding for the program but may
borrow funds from the County as required and approved by
the County.

Furt tennore, the CRA will investigate the opportunity of
estallishing an incubator within the community in a vacant
builc ing or underutilized county building.

Proj, :ct Objectives

Project Schedule
The Program is on-going and will continue as funding becomes
available.

Group "3": Community Improvement Programs

# 3.1:

•
•
•
•

" Small Business Development and Lending Program"

To enhance the physica:l appearance of the CRA District;
To eliminate and prevent the spread of slum and blighted
conditions;
Create incentive for spin-off investment within the Area;
Increase investment within current CRA projects;
Stimulate new business activity;
Provide temporary incubator space for start-up businesses;
Educate the new entrepreneurs of the future; and
Attract new industry to the Area

Background
In anticipation of the private investment cycle, the eRA believes
that access to capita:! and technical expertise will be important for
the future entrepreneurs that will locate their business ell to the
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Project Description
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

Provide funds for a subsidized loan pool for businesses to
make permanently fixed interior and exterior
improvements; and, to landlords/building owners to make
permanently fixed interior and exterior improvements in
preparation for lease to business tenants or to make
additions to their structures as part of a business
expans10n;
The CRA. Board will maintain policy guidelines regarding
loan limits, subsidy levels, project eligibility and list of
qualified improvements;
Matching grants to entrepreneurs for businest
development courses at an approved educational
institution;
Create an incubator in an underutilized buildihg, either
owner publicly or privately;
Grants for training workforce particularly in order to
attract a new industry to locate in the CRA Atea;
Support a mentoring program for entrepreneurs where
established businesses provide a watch over a new
business. Utilize the resources of SCORE; ar:td
Work with Palm Beach Community College, Goodwill
Industries, and the Workforce Program to train residents
of the CRA Area for jobs in the County.

Project Participants and Administration
•
•

The program will be administered and coordinated by the
CRA.
Other participants include one or more financial lending
institutions, loan applicants, and entrepreneurs, Palm
Beach Community College, Goodwill Industries, the

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan
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Workforce Program, the County Economic Development
Department and the Business Loan Fund of the Palm
Beaches.

Fu1.ding Sources
•
•

•

The CRA will provide an initial allocation in their FY
2004-2005 budget;
Additional program allocations shall be determined
annually during the budget process or at the discretion of
the CRA. on an as-needed basis to maintain the loan pool;
and
Grants will be sought for training and education.

Pro ect Schedule
The Program will be initiated in 2004.

# 3.2:

'Community Activities Sponsorship Program"

Bac cground
The :ommunity Redevelopment Agency may wish to participate in
func ng a number of community events and projects. Since the
prog :ams and projects of the CRA have a direct impact on the
resiC ~nts and businesses of the district, the CRA must consider the
pro!: .ems, needs and desires of the people in its decision-making
proc :ss. Therefore, it is important to maintain an open line of
com: nunication between the agency and the residents and business
own' rs. Expenditures for community projects and events, which
furt± ~ the goals of the CRA, are necessary from time to time in
orde. to maintain and promote the CRA's role in community
rede, elopment.
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Program Objectives

Prog ·am Schedule

•

•

Maintain a positive and involved role within the community;
and
Further the goals of the CRA through participation of
community events.

•

Back~ound

The ( .ounty and the CRA as partners wish to encourage the
devd >pment of public open space, parks, trails, civic buildings,
street beautification, and other infrastructure improvements. This
progt un is designed to enhance the public spaces created on public
propc rty and to improve public streets and infrastructure, but also
it is d !Signed to encourage private devdopers to create public
space . on their projects as well.

Promote and sponsor community events, projects ~nd
programs which will lead to stabilization and expansion of the
economic environment within commercial and residential
areas, revitalization and rehabilitation of the existing housing
supply or further other basic goals of the CRA.

Program Participants and Administration
•
•

Proje

The project will be administered by the CRA; and
Other participants may include, but are not limited to the
County, other associations, devdopers and builder~, residents,
homebuyers, lending institutions, and property owners, public
bodies and private, not-for-profit corporations.

•
•
•
•
•

Funding Sources
•

•

The CRA will provide the funding for the program. The CRA
may accept funds from other organizations including the
County; and
Program allocations shall be determined annually during the
budget process or at the discretion of the CRA but shall not
exceed a limit determined by the CRA Commission in each
annual budget.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan

1 he program will be initiated as funds are available.

# 3.3: " [>ublic Property Improvement Program"

Program Description
•

Redevelopment Programs

~t

Objectives

E marge the public open space for residents of the District;
I1 1prove the quality of life and health of the residents;
E 1hance the cultural character of the community through the
p ·omotion of the arts;
P ~ovide greater pedestrian and bicycle pathways; and
P ~ovide improved public facilities for the residents.

Proje ~t Description
•

I

P ·ovide grants and loans for public space improvement on
b >th public land and private land. These improvements may
ir elude but are not limited to design, parking, lighting,
la 1dscaping, signage, access road improvements, art in public
s1 aces, utilities, restroom facilities, plazas, bicycle pathways,
ru d park furniture;

Palm Beach County, Florida
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

F roject Schedule

Acquire land for public open space for use as recreation and
environmental preserves;
Enhance communication within public spaces with signage,
lighting, markers, and sound systems;
Plan and implement a street lighting program;
Plan and implement a series of entrances ("gateways") at key
intersections and entry points to the community;
Plan and implement a sidewalk, street light, and street
improvement program;
Plan and implement an open space, bicycle pathway and
walking pathway system for the community;
Assist the County in providing civic buildings in the
community that serve the community and/ or the County
residents.

•

•

E .ements of the program have been underway for many years,
a: 1d new elements will follow in 2004, or as funding becomes
a· ailable.

# 3.4: " Jrownfields Program"
Back

~ound

The ( ounty and the CRA as partners wish to encourage the
redev :lopment of privately and publicly owned lands within the
area, 1 articularly those lands which may have been contaminated
over 1 1e years from industrial and commercial waste. This
progr m is designed to assist in funding the clean up of any private
or pu 11ic lands within the area in order for the land to be
redev :loped and useful.

Project Participants and Administration
•

Redevelopment Programs

The project will be supported by the CRA but the County will
play the lead role in the program; and
Other participants may include, but are not limited to, the
County, developers, residents, retail and business tenants,
lending institutions, and the state and federal govethment.

Proje :t Objectives
•

It 1prove the environmental quality of land within the area; and

•

P ovide useful land for redevelopment;

Proje :t Description
Funding Sources
•
•

•

The CRA and the County will provide funding of the program
elements, for which the CRA and/ or the County are
responsible, respectively; and
Other potential funding sources include, but are not limited to,
the County, State and Federal Governments, FDOT,
developers, businesses, banks, builders, homebuyert,
foundations, and private contributions.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan

•

•
•

I

P ovide grants and loans for use to clean up an
e1 vironmentally contaminated site;
E ;tablish a trust fund for brownfield sites so that the CRA can
d aw upon the fund as required;
P ovide funds for environmental studies of public and private
la 1d;
A :quire contaminated land in order to address a clean up
O]teration;
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•
•

Seek grants for environmental clean-up for contatninated
lands; and
Assist property owners and business tenants with clean-up of
contaminated property.

Project Participants and Administration

•
•

The project will be supported by the CRA, but the County will
play the lead role in the program; and
Other participants may include, but are not limited to, the State
of Florida, the Federal Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), developers, residents, retail and business tenants, and
lending institutions.

Funding Sources

•
•

The CRA and the County will provide funding of the program
elements, for which the CRA and/ or the County are
responsible, respectively; and
Other potential funding sources include, but are not limited to,
the County, State and Federal Governments, FDOT,
developers, businesses, banks, builders, homebuyers,
foundations and private contributions.

Redevelopment Programs

# 3.5: '' 8ommunity Marketing and Promotion"
Bad ground

The I :RA or other organizations could take on the role of
prorr ::>ring the community, particularly its commercial area, much
like a ''Main Street" organization. Main Street is a particular type
of or ;anization, founded by the National Trust for Historic
Prest rvation, and its strategies include a program for design
stanc a.rds for the community and programs for promotion of the
com1 lllnity through holding events and advertising. Main Street
has l een an effective organization in many parts of Florida. The
CRA would assist in developing the organization to cany out the
prim :pals of a Main Street program.
Proj- :ct Objectives

•
•

•
•
•

: 'hysical and economic revitalization of the community;
: ~nhance the pedestrian nature of community streets;
- ~ssist in promoting the community as a destination;
: ~ecruit businesses to relocate to the community; and
: ~evitalize the neighborhood retail.

Proj !Ct Description
Project Schedule

•
Elements of the program have been underway for many years, and
new elements will follow in 2003, or as funding becomes available.

•

•

•
•
•

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan

Palm Beac

iupport the creation and administration of a Main Street type
1rogram
>rovide grants and loans for the marketing of the community
ncluding events, advertising, and other media;
)upport business recruitment for the community;
Jrovide grants and loans for the murals and art works;
Jrovide matching grants and loans for redevelopment; and
Jrovide incentives for businesses and property owners .

1

County, Florida
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#3.6:

Project Participants and Administration

•
•
•

•

•

To fa< litate additional investment within the Community
Redev :lopment area, the CRA will administer grants, which
compl !ment the redevelopment efforts of the CRA and the goals
of the Community Redevelopment Plan. It is anticipated that this
additi< nal investment within the CRA district will result in
increa ed opportunities for residents and business owners and have
positi' e impacts on employment, housing, the tax base, and the
physic uenvironment, all of which are positive steps toward the
elimin Ltion of slum and blighted conditions.
Progr un Objectives

Funding of the program elements, for which the CRA is
responsible, will be provided by the CRA;
Funding of the program elements, for which the County or the
State is responsible, will be provided by the County and the
State; and
Other potential funding sources include, but are not limited to
State and Federal Governments, members, businesses and
private contributions.

•
•
•

•
•

The program will begin its organization in 2004, or as funding
becomes available.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan

P1 :>vide economic stimulation to the area;
In ::rease business opportunities;
In :rease employment opportunities; and
In :rease housing opportunities.

Progr Lm Description

Project Schedule

•

"( irant Administration Program"

Baclq round

The CRA shall generally administer and coordinate the
program;
The CRA may participate through the utilization of its unique
powers and financial resources as appropriate for selected
elements of the Program; and
Other participants may include, but are not limited to the
County, other associations, developers and builders, residents,
homebuyers, lending institutions, the Chamber of Commerce,
business owners, and property owners.

Funding Sources
•

Redevelopment Programs

I

Tl .e CRA may apply for, accept, and administer grants from
fe leral, state, and local governmental entities, charitable
fc mdations and entities, and such other organizations as may
oJ :Cr grant funds for the planning and carrying out of
re levelopment efforts in pursuit of the purposes of the
G 1mmunity Redevelopment Plan.
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Program Participants and Administration
•
•

The program will be administered and coordinated by the CRA
with the County as a joint venture partner, as requited; and
Other participants may include, but are not limited to the
County, other associations, developers and builders, residents,
homebuyers, lending institutions, property owners, and State
and local governmental entities, charitable foundations and
entities, and such other organizations that may offer grant
funds, and organizations, businesses or individuals who may
participate in the program to receive such grant funds.

Funding Sources
•

Federal, state, and local governmental entities, charitable
foundations and entities, and such other organizations as may
offer grant funds.

Program Schedule
•

The Program is on-going and will enlarge over time.

•

S- reetscaping and community enhancements will commence by
2103;

•
•

•

~ al-Mart is constructed; and
T 1e County will revise the land development regulations to
al ow for mixed-use and establish design guidelines;
A master storm water drainage district will be created and this
v; 11 open up the opportunities for redevelopment.

Starting v; th just a few projects in the early years of the CRA, the CRA
will incre2 ;e its activities to include more projects and programs as the
tax incren ent increases. In addition, the CRA's overall program and
the need t ) plan and fund multi-year, large-scale capital projects will
outgrow t 1e limited funding provided by TIP revenues. To continue
its redeve :Jpment effort and provide adequate funding for its various
projects a 1d programs, the agency may turn to long-term borrowing, as
it has don ! in the past. Since property values will inevitably increase as
a result oJ its activities, this method of financing the CRA
redevelof .nent effort can also be looked upon as an investment in
future n: 1 revenue.

B. Twenty Year Projection ofT ax Increment Revenues

Priority 1 'rojects

Table 5.1 provides a twenty-year projection of tax increment revenues.
The projected annual assessed values were estimated by making several
important assumptions. The prior year increases in taxable value were
considered as an indicator of a trend in increases in annual revenues but
they do not indicate what would occur in the future because of the
expected tremendous growth in the District. The primary funding
source for CRA activities is the Redevelopment Trust Fund. This Fund
is the depository for all TIP revenues generated within the Community
Redevelopment Area. The following assumptions were made in the
f.tnancial projections:

The worl< ;hops in 2003 described in Section III illustrate the important
issues for the community. A list is described below. The priorities are
described below and in Section VI, ''Implementation."

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan

•
•
•
•
•

~ ~orm

water infrastructure;
~ mitary Sewer in Golfview Heights
i oning and design guidelines;
( ongress Avenue beautification;
\ 7estgate Avenue beautification;
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Redevelopment Programs

Westgate Avenue commercial corridor redevelopment;
L-2 Canal Improvements and Greenway Linear Park;
Fa~ade Loan and/ or Grant Program;
Land Acquisition for Westgate Avenue mixed-use
development;
Land acquisition for L-2 Canal Improvements and Greenway
Linear Park; and
Affordable housing strategy.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan
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Table 5.1- 20 Year Tax Increment Revenue ProjecticJn ($)

Westgate I Belvedere Homes CRA Revenue Projection
6-Dec-03

Case III: 6.0% Annual Assessed Value Increase

Calendar
Year

Year

1988
1993/1994
1994/1995
1995/1996
1996/1997
1997/1998
1998/1999
1999/2000
2000/2001
2001/2002
2002/2003
2003/2004
2004/2005
2005/2006
2006/2007
2007/2008
2008/2009
2009/2010
2010/2011
201112012
2012/2013

Base Year
Year!
Year2
Year3
Year4
YearS
Year6
Year 7
YearS
Year9
Year 10
Year 11
Year 12
Year 13
Year 14
Year 15
Year16
Year 17
Year 18
Year 19
Year 20

Taxable
Value
190,169,267
220,673,257
214,027,137
209,038,194
223.330,851
220,347,166
230,198,392
24 7,200.652
260,703,599
274,224,822
286,476,865
305,468,840
323,796,970
343.224,789
363,818.276
385,647,372
408,786.215
433,313,388
459,312,191
486,870,922
516,083.178

Tax Increment

30,503,990
:!3,857,870
18,868,927
33,161,584
30,177,899
40,029,125
57,031,385
70,534.332
84,055,555
96,307,598
115,299,573
133,627,703
153,055,522
173,649,009
195,478,105
218,616,948
243,144,121
269,142,924
296,701,655
325,913,911

CumulAtive
Taxable
Change

30,503,990
54,~61,860

73,230,787
I 06,392,371
136.570,270
176,599,395
233.630,780
304,165,112
388.220,667
484,528,265
599;827,838
7331455,541
886,511 ,063
I ,060, 160,072
1.255,638,177
I ,474,255,125
I ,711,399,246
I ,98(1,542, 170
2,283,243,826
2,609,157, 736

Total
Millage
Rate

0.0043278
0.0042931
0.0042177
0.0042344
0.0046000
0.0046000
0.0046000
0.0046000
0.0045500
0.0045000
0.0045000
0.0045000
0.0045000
0.0045000
0.0045000
0.0045000
0.0045000
0.0045000
0.0045000
0.0045000

Fire Rescue Tax Revenue

0.0026201
0.0025539
0.0025293
0.0025098
N/A
0.0027819
0.0029129
0.0029945
0.0030500
0.0030500
0.0030500
0.0030500
0.0030500
0.0030500
0.0030500
0.0030500
0.0030500
0.0030500
0.0030500
0.0030500

$211,939
$163,355
$127,309
$223,648
$138,818
$295,491
$428,471
$535,673
$638,822
$727,122
$870,512
~ 1,008,889
~ 1,155,569
~ I ,311,050
~ 1,475,860
~ 1.650,558
~ I ,835,738
: 2,032,029
: 2,240,097
: 2,460,650

Statutory
Reduction

0.950
0.950
0.950
0.950
0.950
0.950
0.950
0.950
0.950
0.950
0.950
0.950
0.950
0.950
0.950
0.950
0.950
0.950
0.950
0.950

Final Tax
Increment

$201,342
$155,187
$120,943
$212,466
$131.877
$280,716
$407,048
$508,889
$606,881
$690,766
$826,986
$958,445
$1,097,791
$1,245,498
$1,402,067
$1,568,030
$1,743,951
$1,930,428
$2,128,093
$2,337,618

Changes

Percent Changes

-$46,155
-$34,244
$91,523
-$80.589
$148,839
$126,331
$101,842
$97,992
$83,885
$136,220
$131,459
$139,346
$147,707
$156,569
$165.963
$175,921
$186,476
$197,665
$209,525

Assumptions:
2004 Millage Rate of 4.5 is used throughout projection
Assessed Value Escalation Rate of 6%
Based on Existin • Structures
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-23%
-22%
76%
-38%
113%
45%
25%
19%
14%
20%
16%
15%
13%
13%
12%
II%
II%
10%
10%

VI.

VI.
Implementation for Redevelopment Projects and
Programs

Implementation

1 ermitted building types: Single Family Detached (SFD),
< :>ttages and bungalows on SO foot lots; minimum livable area,
~

Section V of the CRA Plan sets forth a series of general prbgrams for
the agency. However, it is important as part of the implementation
process to establish specific programs for the agency to work on for the
next ten years. The following specific programs are a result of the
recommendations of the public planning process, the CRA Board of
Commissioners, and stakeholder interviews. These are summarized
below.

00 square feet; "mother-in-law flats" permitted on SFD lots

< r garage apartments with a minimum livable area of 300
~ 1uare feet; duplex and triplex conversions require front
1 arches and driveways. Front set back lines would be reduced
i 1 order to encourage front porches and expansion of living
t )Oms or Florida rooms.

b. ] ~G - Neighborhood General. The sub-area's purpose is to
enco trage single family detached housing and home ownership and
to all )W duplexes and four-plexes subject to design guidelines.

A. Land Development Regulations
J 'ermitted

building types: Single Family Detached (SFD),
' ottages and bungalows on SO foot lots; minimum livable area
i • 900 square feet; "mother-in-law" flats on SFD lots or garage
: partments with a minimum livable area of 300 square feet
1 ermitted. Duplex on 7S foot lot; four-plex on 100 foot lot
1 ermitted, subject to design guidelines.

The County is in the process of amending its regulations for overlay
districts and is receptive to amending the land development regulations
for the Westgate/Belvedere Homes community in order to encourage
redevelopment. The following changes are recommended.

1.

Revision of the Existing Westgate Overlay District and
Expansion of the District

c. : ru- Neighborhood Urban. The purpose of the design
guid line sub-area is to promote mixed-use and more innovative
builc [ng types. Separates the NG area from the NC
(Nei ;hborhood Center.)

Project Description: First the Westgate Overlay District should
be expanded to include the Congress Avenue corridor and
Golfview Heights, Belvedere Heights and other parts of the CRA.
The District could be divided into sub-areas as described below.
Please note that further study must be taken to refine the
recommendations.

: 'ermitted building types: townhouses, and mixed-use
] ve/work lofts, apartment buildings (maximum of 20 units per
: ·uilding.)
d. · ~C- Neighborhood Center. Generally includes the areas
alon,; Westgate Avenue and Congress Avenue. The purpose of the
sub- rea is to promote a more intense building type.

a. NR- Neighborhood Residep.tial. The sub-arefl's purpose is
to encourage single family detached housing and home ownership.
It is furthermore is to encourage expansion of existing homes to
allow for bigger living rooms and "mother-in-law" flats. The single
family zoning districts would be subject to this designttion.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan
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Permitted building types: Mixed-use live/work lofts,
apartments (maximum of 100 units per building~~ Westgate
Avenue and no limit on Congress Avenue. Dens1t1es must be
increased to accommodate the mixed-use, particularly on small
infill sites.

Cost $45,000
Fum ing Source: County and CRA
Tim• Frame: Implementation: 1 year

e. UC- Urban Corridor. Includes the area on Okeechobee
Boulevard. The overlay sub-area is designed to encourage
something other than strip commercial and to encourage mixeduse, particularly office. It would also encourage larger box retail
users.
Permitted building types: Mixed use retail/ office,
Office "flex" space, live/work lofts, one story buildings not
permitted fronting on Okeechobee Boulevard.
f. Single Family Residential (cottages, bungalows and
other) Additional Regulations. Front porch is req~ed; ~ont
porch may encroach into the 15ft. setba~k by 5 .feet; side. driveways
and parking required; no on-street, head-m parking petmitted; front
yard picket fences required.

g. Townhouses, Apartments, Mixed-Use,. Live/~ork Lofts
Additional Regulations. Minimum of 2 stones required;
minimum lot width of 100 feet, maximum building setback of zero
if adequate width of sidewalk is available; otherwise setback shall be
the amount in order to create a 12 foot wide sidewalk.
h. Retail, Office Mixed-Use Additional Regulations.
Minimum of 2 stories required; minimum lot width of 100 feet,
maximum building setback of zero if 12 feet of sidewalk is
available; otherwise setback shall be the amount in order to create a
12 foot wide sidewalk.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan

Implementation

Acti< ns: commence immediately after adoption of the CRA Plan
with mending the Overlay District to include the provisions stated
helm·.

2.

Zoni

tg

Design Guidelines

An integJ 11 part of the implementation of the Redevelopment Plan for
CRA Re< evelopment Area will be the establishment of Design
standard~ that will guide future development in a manner consistent
with the , objectives of the Plan. The following is a ?rief s~ary of
the key p >ints that should be addressed in the Zonmg Destgn
Guidelino s.

Currentl) , the CRA Redevelopment Area is zoned into numerous
zoning c: tegories, as discussed in Chapter II - Background and
Existing :onditions. Although it allows many of the same uses
propose< in the Plan, the new overlay should allow for more of a
transitior between commercial and residential areas, as well as some
variation in the residential areas to reflect a gradient in density moving
from cor unercial areas to residential areas. A preliminary diagram of
the prop· •sed zoning overlay is shown in Figure 4.19.
The pror osed zoning overlay reflects the current pattern of commercial
uses alor ~Okeechobee Road and Westgate Avenue, except that the
Westgatt areas would be encouraged to promote more mixed-use
building ypes, with residential incorporated on the upper floors, where
appropri .te.
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A transitional zone is proposed between the conunercial corridors and
the residential areas, which would include denser, townhouse types of
residential units, and some office and live-work units.
The residential areas are subdivided to favor lower densities at the
edges of the neighborhood, where they would abut similar, lower
densities in the adjacent neighborhoods. This area would be zoned for
single-family units, although multi-family units would be permitted on
larger lots in specific locations. Additional units would be favored in
the form of accessory buildings at the back of the lot - the so-called
"granny flat" - as opposed to the undifferentiated duplex or multi-plex
units currently found in the neighborhood. This area would also be the
priority area for the duplex conversion program.
The in-between area, located at the geographic northern sector of the
CRA Redevelopment Area and zoned for medium density residential,
would be most similar to the existing zoning, except that other
provisions in the Design Guidelines would seek to improve the general
curb appeal, street frontage, and the quality of the pedestrian
expenence.

Subdivision of Land. The existing street and block pattetn of the
CRA Redevelopment Area is fundamentally sound, as preViously
discussed. The large majority of the blocks were originally platted with
a depth of approximately 100 feet. The lot widths were platted in
increments of 25 feet, with lots of 50', 75', 100', and occasionally wider.
This has provided for a diverse mix of units, and has proven to be quite
flexible. The' Plan does not propose any major changes to this system,
although it will establish a more deliberate relationship between lot
width and the number of units. This relationship will be scaled to
correspond to the zoning classification for the area. For example, on a
100-foot wide lot, more units would be permitted in the cC>nunercial
and mixed-use areas than in the lower density areas.
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Building Placement. The Design Standards will stipulate required or
minimurr setback dimensions at the front, sides, and rear of the
property. Consistency in building placement is a key ingredient in
achieving a visually harmonious environment. Again, this will vary with
zoning cl ssification, so that in the conunercial center, for instance, the
Standard: will require a zero front setback in order to support an active,
pedestria L-friendly street. Building placement has consequences for
other rna :>r site elements such as parking, landscaping, and
outbuildi tgs, and is probably the single most important determinant of
urban fo1 n.
Buildin~

Height. Similar to building placement, consistency in
building i .eight is a key to a visually appealing urban environment. The
basic gui( ing principle will be that greater building height will be
permitte< in the higher density areas of the conunercial center, and
lower bu .ding heights in the lower density residential areas.
Westgate 1Belvedere Homes CRA currently has a 35' height limit for
residenti: l buildings and 150' for conunercial buildings. Mixed use
residenti: l buildings should have greater heights than single use
residenti: l.
Parking The standards for parking should regulate both the required
minimun . parking as well as its location. Generally, where pedestrianfriendly ~ treets are desirable, it is preferable to locate on-site parking
behind tl e principal building, so that the parking can be screened, and
the build ng can actively engage the street and the pedestrian. Also, the
Plan call: for on-street parallel parking in many areas, which helps to
offset th on-site parking requirement and provides convenient parking
for visitc rs.
In mixec -use buildings, it may also be possible to share parking among
the uses, so that the total parking would be less than that needed for
the sepru ate uses individually. This, again, is an incentive for mixed-use
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devdopment; some type of reduction ratio for mixed-uses should be
incorporated into the Standards.

Constru< tion Materials. Similar to architectural elements, the
regulatior of construction materials ensures that the details help to
support t ~e broader goals of the Plan. Major materials such as exterior
wall finis! , roofing materials, doors and windows, garden walls, fences,
and color . should be addressed here.

In residential areas, parking should be located behind the buildings
where alleys are available, and at least behind the principal building
fas;ade where they are not. This requirement must be coordinated with
the lot width/ number of units requirements, because many units
currently do not have sufficient lot width to permit a driveway or portecochere along the side of the unit.

Outbuik ings. These smaller, accessory buildings are useful in
additional affordable housing options, as well as helping to
subdivide a principal building into several buildings. Generally,
outbuilcfu gs should be located on the rear of the property. They will
have matJ r of the same regulations as principal buildings, including
their oWIJ requirements for placement, size, height, materials, etc.

providin~

Architectural Elements. The purpose of regulating architectural
elements is to reinforce the vision for the community by ensuring that
the elements of the building help to support the overall objectives of
the Plan. For example, the following elements should be addressed:

Signage. Commercial buildings must have signage in order to be
identifiab e and to help merchandise their products. Standards for sign
placemen :, size, materials, and colors should be included to ensure a
harmonic llS and visually appealing streetscape.

1.

Porches should be encouraged for residential properties; this
may be done by allowing the porches to project into the front
setback by some distance, for example, five feet.
2. Arcades are encouraged for the buildings around a plaza; this
requirement can be offset by incentives to rdax parking
requirements or by allowing additional height.
3. Elements such as towers and belvederes can help to add visual
interest to the neighborhood. They should be permitted, but
must have limitations of floor area, height, etc., so that they
remain in scale with the surrounding buildings.
4. Elements that relate to architectural style, for example, roof
pitch, overhangs, brackets, balconies, etc. The pertnitted
architectural styles should be limited to a few that llre
compatible with the existing neighborhood, and the regional
vernacular. Specifically, the community has expressed a
preference for a Mediterranean style that is fairly common
among the historical construction in this part of Florida.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan

Implementation

Landsca Jing. Besides helping to break up the hardscape of the urban
street an< providing shade and seasonal color, landscaping can also be
useful to ;creen certain unsightly dements such as parking lots,
mechani< u equipment, and loading docks.
The Stan lards should address amount, location, appropriate species,
and main enance. The emphasis should be on providing native plants
that are 1:: trdy, require minimal maintenance, and are compatible with
existing c )nditions.
Other P1 :>visions. These may include any number of miscellaneous
regulatio1 .s that may be appropriate for the neighborhood, for example,
prohibite I uses in the front yards, clotheslines, non-running
automob les, screening of trash receptacles and other unsightly
dements and on-premises lighting.

I
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B. Code Enforcement and Regulations
Program Description: in order to create a more effective code
enforcement program for the community for issues such as trash
placement, parking on the swales, unsightly structures, abandoned
vehicles, unlicensed businesses operating in residential areas,
inadequate landscaping, inadequate parking, and many others, the
CRA may be willing to allocate funds for additional personnel for
code enforcement. An outside consultant may be helpful in
looking at the issue of code enforcement and make
recommendations to the CRA and County for establishing a pilot
program of intense enforcement. The County Commlssion may
wish to establish a stronger penalty (monetary fine) system for
repeat offenders.
Cost: $25,000 consulting contract for code enforcement program;

Implementation

the publi : investment and that the tax increment received from private
developn .ent will help off-set the costs of the public investment.

1. M Lster Storm Water Drainage District
Proj :ct Description: The CRA foresees the provision of a master
drall: 1ge system for its area as a major program to encourage
priv~ :e development in the CRA. As described in Section II of this
Plan the current drainage regulations are disincentives to infill
deve opment because of the extensive amount of land required to
prov de on-site storm water retention.
A m ster drainage system would be comprised of an integrated
systc: n of swales, inlets, curbing, culverts and ditches to convey
ston 1 water runoff from the developed areas into a network of dry
dete1 tion ponds, canals and/ or lakes. The goal of the master
drall: age system would be two-fold.

Funding Source: CRA and County.
Time Frame: Planning, 1 year; implementation, 1 year.
Actions: Commence discussions with the County to engage a
professional code enforcement consultant to recommend a
program, using the Westgate/Belvedere Homes Redevelopment
Area as a pilot program, including adopting new ordinances and
new procedures for enforcement.

C. Infrastructure
Public improvements are an important part of the redevelopment
strategy since they include an investment of public capital in the
redevelopment area. It is expected that private investment will follow

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan

The 1rst part of the goal is to provide water quality treatment to
the ~ :orm water runoff to minimize the introduction of pollutants
into he surface water and groundwater. Water quality treatment
may )e provided via the use of several best management practices,
inclt :ling source reduction practices such as limiting impervious
area: , encouraging roof drain discharge to green spaces, limiting the
intrc :luction of fertilizers and pesticides into the environment
thro tgh educational programs, encouraging the use of native
xeri~ :ape materials, intentional use of swales to maximize
oppj rtunities for infiltration of runoff, and requirement for pretreat nent facilities within all commercial developments.
The ;econd part of the goal is to offer flood protection (also
kno' IIJ. as attenuation) by providing adequately sized facilities to
com ey storm water runoff from critical areas and by providing
suffi :iently sized storage areas (i.e. ponds, canals or lakes) detain

to
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the storm water runoff. Discharge from these storage areas would
be controlled via engineered outfall control structures that would
allow the runoff to be discharged at rates that would not adversely
impact downstream properties.
The level of flood protection provided would vary depending on
the importance of the specific infrastructure element being
protected. For instance, all habitable structures are to be provided
the highest level of protection. Non-habitable structute and major
roadway systems would be second level items. Minor toadway
systems would be third, and roadside swales would be considered
fourth on the priority list. The level of service is prioritized to give
sufficient safeguards to facilities based on their level of importance
to the residents/ owners and to provide a system of protection that
is affordable.
A study of the South Florida Water Management District C-51
basin is currently underway. Preliminary data from this study
appears to indicate that the 100-year flood elevations within this
basin may be reduced by as much as 1.5 feet in the future. This
study, however, may take up to one year from the date of this
report to complete and be adopted by the Water Management
District. Until such time that the C-51 basin rules are modified,
any development within the CRA is subject to and restricted by the
current regulations. To assist current landowners with the
development of existing undeveloped parcels within the CRA, the
engineering consultants for the CRA, in conjunction With the staff
of Palm Beach County, are currently reviewing potential short-term
improvements that may provide additional storm water retention
facilities that could be used as a "bank" of storage that could be
purchased by future developers as credit toward compensation of
filling within the 100-year flood plain.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelo.-ment Plan

Implementation

Sino storm sewer collection system is an expensive proposition,
the s rstem may need to be constructed on a phased basis.
Hov. ever, it is important that a master storm water system be
des~ ned for the entire community so that individual street
reco: Lstruction and urban infill can conform to the master plan.
Infil development will benefit greatly by a master storm water
systt n and in many cases a master system will be the only method
to m lke infill development feasible.
A m .ster storm water drainage system will require the cooperation
of st reral county, state, and federal agencies, including the South
Flor: :la Water Management District, Lake Worth Drainage District,
Paln Beach County, FEMA, and the Palm Beach County Airport.
The ::::harrette design suggested that the redevelopment area needs
appt Jximately 180 acres of retention area, far short of its current
capa :ity. In order to build new retention areas, it will be necessary
to a< =Juire land within the CRA and in some cases outside of the
Dist ict. One important financial mechanism to consider is that of
estal Jishing a Master Storm Water Drainage District that has the
abili 'i' to acquire lands for retention, construct new facilities,
regu ate the permitting for storm water, and maintain the systems.
It w ·uld require the cooperation of the other drainage districts that
curr• ntly exercise jurisdiction within the study area. The advantage
of CJ ~ating a drainage district is that it would have the ability to
raisf capital for acquisition and development of storm water
facil ies through the sale of tax exempt revenue bonds. The debt
serv :e and operating costs to maintain the system would be home
by tl e property owners within the district. An assessment would
be lt vied on all properties and permit fees would be collected for
new development. Operating costs could be covered by annual
mait tenance fees imposed on new projects and on existing
pro1 erties. It would be contemplated that new projects would not
be r• quired to store water on-site, but instead would pay a fee in
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Implementation

lieu of providing the on-site retention. lbis alone would be a great
incentive for infill development

sanit2 -:y sewer system in Golfview Heights as soon as possible.
lbis 1·roject is a high priority for the CRA.

The CRA is initiating a conceptual mastei storm water drainage
plan for the purpose of determining the amount of retention that
would be required to provide adequate drainage for the community
including the projected infill development suggested in the Master
Plan. The study will quantify the amount of land needed and the
anticipated costs for a master drainage system and the means of
funding the system.

A cor versation was held on October 22, 2003 with Mr. Hassan
Hadji niry of PBCWUD to get an update on the status of the
waste vater system. Clearly, efforts are underway to remedy this
uncle~ .rable condition. A "Conceptual Design" offering two
altern Ltives was conducted by PBCWUD in July of 2003. These
altern 1tives were accompanied by cost projections (including soft
cost) or each. The total cost is in the range of $6 to $6.5 million
dollar;. In October of 2003, Westgate CRA Officials requested
that I< eshavarz & Associates, Inc. prepare a proposal for the
neces ary engineering services to prepare "Construction
Docu nents" based on those conceptual design alternatives.

Cost of Conceptual Study: $75,000
Cost of Master System: tbd
Funding Source: County, CRA, revenue bond, utility fees,
CDBG, FEMA, South Florida Water Management District and
others.

Cost: $6,500,000
Fund :ng Source: 30% Federal, 30% County, 30% CRA, 10%
Speci: 1Assessments

Time Frame: Planning: 2 years; implementation: 5 years

Time Frame: Planning: 1 year; Implementation: 1 year.

Actions: Commence discussions with the County engineering
department to prioritize designing a storm water master plan.

Actio 1s: Commence preliminary engineering, followed by final
engin ering; identify funding sources, particularly, CDBG and tax
increr 1ent.

2. Golfview Heights Wastewater System
Project Description: Approximately one third (around 300,) of
the homes in Golfview Heights (also known as Belvedere Homes)
are still utilizing septic systems. These homes are generally
clustered in the north and east sections of the community. Since
Golfview Heights is one of the lowest areas in the county, the
seepage of partially treated sewerage can likely seep into the
underground water table, creating an environmental hazard.
Therefore, it is the intention of the CRA to complete central

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan

3.

C )Ogress Avenue Beautification

Proje :t Description: Congress Avenue is one of the most
impo1 ~ant thoroughfares in the CRA Redevelopment area since it is
the m tjor north-south roadway running through the district. Its
right • .f way measures 80' in width north and south of Westgate
Avem e and 100' in width from Belvedere Road north to the L-2

I
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Canal. Its profile contains four lanes for automobiles and tum
lanes at certain intersections. The CRA is currently adding
landscaping the median at its southern end and wishes to continue
the beautification of Congress in the northern section. In addition,
the Charrette suggested a roundabout at the intersection with
Westgate Avenue.

Implementation

and 3elvedere Road, was improved in the 1990's from a two lane
to a :Our lane roadway, complete with a "suicide" turning lane
exte tding almost the entire length of the road from Congress
Ave tue to :Military Trail. The improvement was engineered so that
traff c from Okeechobee could be rerouted through the
corn nunity. The design capacity of the roadway is approximately
24,0 lO vehicles per day. The concept of diverting traffic and
crea ing a major thoroughfare did not come to fruition. The
curr, nt traffic volume is approximately 11,000 vehicles per day.
The ::::harrette Master Plan calls for two major changes to the
road ¥ay. First is the elimination of the "suicide" lane to replace it
with a well landscaped median. Turn lanes would accommodate
left 1 rms and "U" turns. Secondly the Master Plan called for the
elim :1ation of one lane (in each direction) to utilize the additional
spac : for on-street parking. The curbs would remain in their
curr• nt location in order to maintain the underground storm water
drait age system. The result of beautification will have a two fold
effe< t. First the smaller road section will encourage ''village"
grou 1d floor retail with mixed-uses on the upper floors of new
buik ings. On-street parking is an essential ingredient to the
succ ss of mixed-use retail. Secondly, the likelihood of attracting
Oke< chobee Road drivers to Westgate Avenue will be enhanced.
Stud es have indicated in certain circumstances that drivers are
attra ted to an aesthetically pleasing roadway when given the
choi• e.

Cost of Phase I Landscaping, Design, Engineering, and
Construction (finished): $60,000
Cost of Phase II Road Improvements and Landscaping
Design: $50,000
Cost of Phase II Road Improvements and Landscaping
Construction: $100,000 (estimate)
Cost of Phase III Roundabout/Streetscape Design: $50,000
Cost of Phase III Roundabout/Streetscape Consttuction:
$125,000 (estimate)
Funding Source: CDBG, tax increment, impact fees, special
assessments
Time Frame Phase II: Planning, 2004-2005; Implementation,
2005-2006
Time Frame Phase III: Planning, 2004-2007, Impletnentation,
2007-2009
Actions: Commence discussions with the County engineering
department to prioritize Phase II Street beautification; obtain
agreement on Phase III Roundabout.

Cost of Feasibility Study: $50,000
Cost oflmprovements: $2,700,000

4. Westgate Avenue Beautification

Fun• ling Source: CDBG, tax increment, impact fees, special
asse~ ;ments

Project Description: Westgate Avenue, the most important eastwest roadway in the CRA District, other than Okeechobee Road

Tim :Frame: Phase I: Westgate east of Seminole: 2005/2006,
Tim : Phase II: Westgate west of Seminole: 2007

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan
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Implementation

Actions: Commence discussions with the County engineering
department to prioritize the planning of the Westgate Avenue
improvements, seeking their approval to narrow the roadway and
exchange a median for a "suicide" lane.

Tim : Frame: Planning: 2005-2006; Implementation: 2008-2009
Acti •ns: Commence discussions with the County engineering and
othe agencies to prioritize project; identify funding for engineering
stud·.

5. Westgate Avenue Extension to Old Okeechobee Road

Acti •ns: Commence discussions with the homeowners of
Golf riew Heights to test their support of the project; thereafter,
com nence discussions with the County engineering department to
prio1 ctize the project.

Project Description: An earlier discussion of projects described
the beautification of Westgate Avenue. A second Westgate Avenue
project entails the extension of the roadway east to connect with
Old Okeechobee Road. The project has been discussed for many
years and the Master Plan Charrette formalized the residents and
other stakeholders desire to see the project accomplished. The
purpose of extending the roadway is to open up the
commercial/industrial area of the CRA District to the main arteries
of the area, including Westgate Avenue and Congress Avenue. The
currently commercial/industrial park has very poor access, but with
improved access, the area would experience more intense
redevelopment. The commercial/industrial park area provides jobs
for the community, and residents of Westgate would have
improved access to those jobs. Westgate and Golfview Heights
residents would be able to walk to work on new routes.
The project involves providing a path through a conunercial tract
fronting on Congress Avenue and through part of an existing
mobile home park. A bridge would be required to cross the
retention lake abutting the mobile home park.
Cost of Feasibility Study: $100,000
Cost of Roadway Extension (and Bridge): $12,000,000
Funding Source: Federal, CDBG, tax increment, CRA Revenue
Bond, County Impact Fees, user fees, special assessments, drainage
district assessment

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan

6. : .ocal Street Beautification and Traffic Calming
In e, ery workshop session, the residents suggested an annual
prog -am to continue improving the local streets. The
impt )vements suggested are those that assist in traffic calming,
assis in promoting pedestrian activit,y and provide greater security.
The1 ~fore local street improvements will include street lighting,
land: caping, swale improvements, sidewalks, and signage. It is
assu: :1ed that an annual budget of $25,000 would enable two to
four blocks of local streets to be improved that year. Swale
impt wements should also be made to increase the capacity of the
com nunity to handle storm water runoff.

Cos1 of General Improvements: $25,000 annually
Fun ling Source: CDBG, tax increment, and master storm water
drait age assessment.
Tim : Frame: Planning: 1 years; Implementation: 2-20 years
Acti ms: Commence discussions with the CRA engineering
cons .lltant to prioritize improvements.
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D. Community Facilities

Implementation

Fun ling Source: County, Tax Increment, CDBG, Master Storm
Wat1 r Drainage District assessment, revenue bonds, and grants.

As part of the redevelopment strategy, the County and CRA, and other
governmental and non-governmental entities would invest in its public
institutions. These investments and the improvements in the
institutions will assist in making a better community.

Tim ! Frame: Planning: 2004-2005; Implementation: 4 Phases: 2
blocl s per phase 2006-2013

1.

Acti• •ns: Commence discussions with the County to prioritize the
plant ing of the Greenway and commence acquisition of the land as
soon as possible.

Greenway Linear Park
Project Description: The Master Plan Charrette's most
significant project was the concept of creating a long, linear park
that ran through the community from one end to the other. The
linear park, called 'The Greenway" would follow the L-2 Canal at
Florida Mango Road and extend to the west, connecting with a
north-south canal, located west of Golfview Heights. The
Greeeway would be accomplished by purchasing lots and homes
on the north side of the L-2 Canal and a few lots on the south side
as it approaches the western connection. The lots are
approximately 85' in depth and this depth added to the existing L-2
Canal width of 50', provides ample area for the construction of a
larger canal together with a linear park. The park is contemplated
to be approximately 35' to 50' feet in width. The L-2 Canal would
be expanded to 100' in width.

2.

Gate ovay Markers
Proj1 ct Description: Additional gateway markers are proposed at
majo · intersections in the community. The markers will indicate
the n une of the community or neighborhood, and the year that the
corm mnity was platted. An attractive logo could be placed on the
mark !r. It is estimated that approximately 20 additional markers
woul l be required. The cost is estimated, including installation, to
amm nt to $500 per marker.
Cost $5,000 annually, for two years;
Fun< ing Source: County, Tax Increment, CDBG, and grants.
Time Frame: Planning: 1 year; Implementation: 2-5 years.

The park would provide a great amenity to the community: a place
to walk, jog, bike, picnic, and exercise. The Greenway could also
be a pathway for school children to walk or bike to the elementary
school on the L-2 Canal or to visit the Westgate Community
Center, a few blocks away from the Greenway.

Acti( ns: Commence discussions with the Westgate community
and t ,e Golfview Heights community as well the Westgate Avenue
mercl .ants association (future) to determine potential locations.

Cost of Feasibility Study: $100,000
Cost of Greenway including land acquisition: $3,200,000;

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan
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3. Yard Lighting Program

Implementation

Pre ject Description: The CRA wishes to increase the number of
aff< rdable housing units in their district because they foresee an
imf )rtant need as prices rise and housing values increase. In order
to a :complish such a goal, there is a need to establish an
org nization that will specialize and focus on the CRA
Rec evelopment Area in creating affordable housing, including low,
mor lerate and elderly housing. The CRA will assist in establishing a
nor. -profit CDC whose responsibility will be to identify lots and
pro ,erties for acquisition, secure home buyers, coordinate with
con ractors, and work with local lending institutions, including the
Fin: ncing Consortium, also a non-profit lender. The CRA could
assi t in the establishment of the CDC and the eventual approval
oft te organization as a CHDO. In addition, the CRA could house
the >rganization within its offices.

Project Description: In order to provide more lighting in the
residential neighborhoods, the CRA will establish a ptogram to
encourage home owners to install yard lights in their front yards.
The cost of the light and installation would be borne equally by the
CRA and the County. A typical yard light, including installation,
will cost approximately $600. The CRA would petiti6n the County
to waive the permit fee.
Cost: $600 per fixture; $2,400 per year.
Funding Source: County, Tax Increment, CDBG, and grants.
Time Frame: Planning: 1 year; Implementation: 2-10 years.

Co~ t for CDC Setup: $10,000;
Coe t for Director's Salary: $45,000

Actions: Commence discussions with the Westgate community and
the Golfview Heights community as well the Westgate A"\fenue
Merchants Association (future) to determine their potential interest.

Fur ding Source: CDBG, tax increment, loans, and grants,
Am ricorp/LISC.

E. Housing

Tine Frame: Planning: 2004; Implementation: 2005

The most significant issue for the conununity is the condition of its
housing and the high percentage of renters. The workshops strongly
indicated that several programs to improve the housing must be
implemented as soon as possible, particularly to increase the number of
home owners in the community. The program can also be a means of
assisting lower income renters and home owners in remaining in the
community.

Act i>ns: Commence discussions with the County's Department of
Hot sing and Community Development to establish the CDC. The
CRJ . will meet will stakeholders in the community and ask for
part cipation by citizens for service as board members of the new
CD,:.
2.

Pro] !Ct Description: In order to reduce the number of renters in
the 1 ommunity and to increase the number of home owners, the
CRJ will stimulate home ownership over a long period of time.

1. Community Development Corporation ("CDC")/Community
Housing Development Organization ("CHDO")

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan
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Implementation

The program may entail the CRA providing grants to home buyers
who wish to rehabilitate a property or construct a new property
within the district. The CRA could provide design services to the
home buyer in order to facilitate the process and to assure that the
exterior design meets the CRA's and community's criteria. The
CRA and County would assist the home buyer in finding a suitable
contractor for the rehabilitation or construction of a new home,
and a bank for financing. The CRA would provide a $15,000,
more or less, per unit construction subsidy for the grants. The
subsidy would be a ten year, "soft" second mortgage. No
payments would be required for the subsidy unless the unit is sold
prior to end of the ten years.

rna: entail the acquisition of duplexes or four-plexes and
con 1erting them into housing for adult housing (over 55 years of
age_ or in constructing new housing on either vacant land or on
Ian< occupied by blighted property. Rental housing will be
incltded. The housing would like likely be scattered throughout
the !Xea. The CRA may need to acquire the first properties in
ord :r to seed the program, and the non-profit groups will provide
the unds for the development and operations of the facilities.

Grant per home buyer: $15,000 (The CRA Board would set the
upper and lower limits of a grant from year to year.)

Tin e Frame: Planning: 2005-2006; implementation: 2006-2008
yeru ;.

Funding Source: CDBG, tax increment, loans, HOME, SHIP,
and other housing grants.

5. Fas 1de Rehabilitation Grants for Residential and Commercial
Pro ,erties

Cot t for acquisition: $250,000;
Fut ding Source: CDBG, tax increment, and loans.

Time Frame: Planning: 2004; Implementation: 2004 ongoing

Pro ect Description: The program would encourage owners of
stru :tures in the community to invest in rehabilitating the
pro1 erties. The program should be a matching grant in which the
pro] erty owner invests 50% of the cost of rehabilitation and the
CRL _the other 50%. The CRA could assist in setting up a loan
prol ram with local banks to loan a portion or part of the property
owr: ~·s share. The program would not provide funds for noncon orming uses or for property that the CRA contemplates
pun nasing. The maximum grant amount could range between
$10, lOO and $20,000. The use of the funds would be limited to
exte ior building improvements, but would include landscaping,
yard lighting, walkways, irrigation, fencing, and driveways.

Actions: Develop an operational policy for home owner grants
and target certain critical areas. After establishing a target area,
proceed in the future years to expand the target areas. The
program will be long term, but it will begin to have its effect after
five years.
4. Adult Housing Program
Project Description: The community, as it improves, desires to
assist those that become unable to assist themselves because of age
or illnesses. It is the intention of this program for the CRA to
assist non-profit organizations in establishing housing
opportunities for the elderly residents of the area. The concept

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelo.-ment Plan
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Funding Source: CDBG, County, tax increment, Private.

Tine Frame: Planning: 1 year; Implementation: 2 years.
Act ons: Commence discussions with the merchants on Westgate
Ave lUe and secure a leader for the program.

Time Frame: Planning: 1 year; Implementation: 2- ~ years.
2.

Actions: Immediately write a procedure for the progtam to be
approved by the CRA. Commence the program in 2004.

Sm: ll Business Loan Program and Incubator
Pro ect Description: In order to stimulate small business
entr :preneurship, the CRA will create a small business loan
pro{ ram with local banks to lend to existing small businesses and
star1 ·up businesses located within the CRA. The CRA will work
with the Business Loan Fund of the Palm Beaches, a certified
Con munity Development Loan Fund, a federal designation, as
well A future project will be to organize a Westgate small business
incu >ator to house small start up companies. As the County
mov ~s its facilities to other locations outside the CRA Area, office
spac : will be available for such an entity. Micro loans will also be
com .dered.

F. Economic Development Initiatives

1.

Implementation

Creation of a Neighborhood Merchants Association
Project Description: The CRA is looking forward to creating a
main street for the community that will center on Westgate Avenue
and Congress Avenue, but also include all businesses in the entire
CRA. In order to market and sustain a viable main street, the CRA
would like to organize all these existing merchants into a non-profit
Merchants Association, whose goal is to promote retailing on the
streets. As Westgate and Congress Avenue in particular, mature
and more retailing appears, especially in mixed-use buildings, the
association will play an important role in attracting new retailers to
the Avenues. The Association would be a membershiiJ
organization and would create activities along the Avehues for
promotion, such as car shows, festivals, and other such events.
The CRA will sponsor the Merchants Association for up to 3 years,
after which time, the Association will be sustained through
membership dues.

Cos to Organize: $5,000
Cos to Fund Revolving Loan Fund Interest Subsidy: $25,000
to $: 0,000 annually
Fun ling Source: tax increment, County Economic Development
Dep .rtrnent, foundations, and grants.
Tim ! Frame: Planning: 1 year; Implementation: 2 years.
Acti ms: Commence discussions with local lenders who cu.rrendy
parti :ipate in local programs with CRA's. Commence discussions
with 1le Business Loan Fund of the Palm Beaches to establish a
spec illy targeted area for small business loans.

Cost to Organize: $5,000 and thereafter $5,000 annually for
support.
Funding Source: tax increment, County Economic :Development
Department and Chamber of Commerce.

Westgate/Belvedere Homes Community Redevelopment Plan
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G. Other Funding Sources

H. Lan l Acquisition Program

1. Grants

1.

Implementation

Bro vnfields Designation, Acquisition and Clean-Up

Project Description: In order for the CRA to accelerate its
programs, it will be necessary to seek funds beyond those available
through tax increment, particularly since the amount of tax
increment in the early years will be limited. Therefore, the CRA
should aggressively seek other grant funds, including historic
preservation grants, infrastructure grants, economic development
grants, housing grants and others. The strategy should be one that
applies to all of the planning areas of the CRA. It is therefore
recommended that the County and the CRA retain the services of a
grant consultant to seek grants for all of the areas. The County
currendy employs an outside grant consultant, and the CRA should
consider piggy-backing with the County to have the gtant
consultant also provide additional services to the CRA.

Pro: ~ct Description: The older areas of most cities in the United
Stat• s contain a number of properties that have been contaminated
by c >mmercial uses, including gas stations, printing shops,
matJ 1facturers utilizing chemical processes, commercial users that
serv ce vehicles on their site, and many more. In anticipation of
find o.g a site within the CRA Redevelopment Area, the CRA must
be r, ady to assist in the clean-up of the site and in some cases
acqt l!e the site in order to provide the opportunity of
rede relopment. Without the intervention of the CRA, a site may
lingc t forever without the opportunity of being developed or
rede reloped. This program envisions designating brownfield study
area , and setting up a trust fund for brownfield expenditures,
inch ding study, clean-up, acquisition or both.

Cost: $25,000 annually.

Cos : $100,000 annually as a brownfield reserve fund.

Funding Source: tax increment, CDBG and County general
funds.

Fun ling Source: County, State, tax increment, and grants.
Tim e Frame: Ongoing

Time Frame: Planning: 1 year; Implementation: 1 year.
Acti >ns: Immediately contact the County to identify any
brm nfield sites within the CRA District and write a procedure for
the 1rogram to be approved by the CRA and the County
Con mission. Commence the program in 2004.

Actions: Commence discussions with the County to retain the
services of thier grant consultant that would seek grants for the
CRA area. Have the consultant in place by 2004.
2.

Lan I Acquisition
Proj :ct Description: The CRA contemplates acquiring land
with n its district as it is able and reselling this land to the private
sect< r to stimulate redevelopment. The program envisions the
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VI.

acquisition of a few properties in the early years of the adoption of
this Plan.

Cost: $100,000 annually
Funding Source: tax increment and grants.
Time Frame: Implementation: 1-30 years.
Actions: The CRA will continue to acquire land for drainage,
affordable housing, the Greenway and other projects identified in
this Plan.

I.

Other Stakeholder Suggestions

1.

Golfview Heights Community Center

Implementation

Acti• •ns: Commence discussions with the community to
detel nine their support and geographic location; thereafter,
com 1ence discussions with County Commissionion on prioritizing
the F :oject.
2. Wes gate Community Center Park Expansion
Proj• ct Description: Westgate Community Center is a well-used
facili y and the centerpiece of the Westgate community. It
currt 1tly contains a community building with offices and an indoor
gyiDl asium, outdoor playing fields, and a children's playground.
Futu e expansion may include the acquisition of additional land
and t 1e construction of additional parking, basketball courts and a
conn !ction to Westgate Avenue. The Charrette Master Pllan
envi~ oned expanding the unsightly retention pond at the Center
and l tshioning it into a small lake area for boating, walking,
picni :king, or relaxing.

Project Description: Residents of Golfview Heights expressed an
interest in creating their own community center. The concept of a
new community center, however, must be reviewed in more detail
with the residents of Golfview Heights prior to proceeding with
such a project. The following discussion of the extension of
Seminole Road, discusses the opportunity of locating the
community center at the head of the new Seminole Road extension
on Belvedere Road.

Cost (land): $500,000;
Cost (parking and courts): $250,000
Cost (lake expansion): $250,000

Cost Phase I (Conceptual Design): $50,000;
Cost Phase II (Construction): $1,500,000;

Acti• ns: Commence discussions with the County parks
depa tment to prioritize the planning of the park expansion.

Fun• .ing Source: County, Tax Increment, Impact fees, CDBG,
and f rants.
Tim • Frame: Planning: 1-3 years; Implementation: 4--6 years.

Funding Source: County, Tax Increment, Impact Fees, CDBG,
and grants.
Time Frame: Planning: 2-3 years; Implementation: 3---4 years
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3.

Duplex Conversion Program
Project Description: In order to reduce the numbet of renters in
the community and to increase the number of home owners, the
CRA will need to reduce the actual number of duple1ces over a long
period of time. The program will entail the CRA acquiring a
duplex for approximately $85,000 or more, making any emergency
repairs to the building, relocating any tenants and placing the unit
on the market for resale with the stipulation that it must be
converted to a single family residence. The CRA would provide
design services to the home buyer for the conversion in order to
facilitate the process and to assure that the exterior design meets
the CRA's and community's criteria. The CRA and County would
assist the home buyer in finding a suitable contractor for the
conversion and a bank for financing. The CRA would provide a
$15,000 construction subsidy for the conversion of the duplex.
The subsidy would be a ten year, «soft" second mortgage. No
payments would be required for the subsidy unless the unit is sold
before ten years.

Implementation

Action ;: Commence discussions with the County's Department of
Housir 5 and Community Development to borrow funds for a
demon tration duplex conversion. After the test case, proceed in the
second year to acquire one to two additional duplexes for resale.
Follow J.g a success of two years, continue to acquire at least two to
four he nes a year. Concentrate in the area where zoning dictates that
the are: shall be single family only. The program will be long term, but
will be~ n to have its effect after five years.

Cost per Duplex for acquisition: $100,000-$150,000;
Cost per Duplex for design: $2,500
Resale per Duplex: $100,000-$150,000
Subsidy per Conversion: $15,000
Funding Source: CDBG, tax increment, loans, and sale of
housing.
Time Frame: Planning (including a set of design guidelines): 1
year; Implementation: 2 years
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Stakeholder Interview Questionnaire

Name of S t a k e h o l d e r : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Organization:
Address:

Telephone Number:
Date of Interview:
Stakeholder Status:

Resident

Property Owner

Business Owner

Government

Opening Questions (warm-up):
1. Where is your property or business or home located?

2. What type of business do you conduct?

..1.

nuw 1ung

nave you owned or have been established or lived at this location?

4. How many employees do you have in your organization?

5. Approximately how large is your establishment?

6. How long does it take for you to get to work in the morning or afternoon? Do you live
nearby?

Palm Beach County, Florida
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Big Vision Questions:
7. If you looked 20 years into the future, what would you like the CRA area to be? What
is your vision for the area?
·

8. Please list the most important issues facing the area today?

9. Please list at least five improvements that the area needs today?

10. How do you consider the area services to be, such as garbage collection, police
protection, fire response, code enforcement?

11. Do you think parks are adequate to serve the area's residents? If so, Why? If not, why?
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12. Are there sufficient facilities for children in the neighborhood? Name some that are
missing.

13. Do you think that the storm water (drainage) system is adequate to serve the area's
residents? If not, why?

14. Do you think that more transit is needed in the area? What kind?

15. What are your feelings about mixed-use projects (having stores and businesses on the
lower floor(s) and residents on the upper floors) on Westgate Avenue? On Belvedere
Road?

16. Would a pedestrian-oriented main street be appealing to you as a place to shop?
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22. What do you consider the community gathering place to be? What brings people
together here?

23. Other comments.
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VII.

Design Team
Civic Design Associates
Christopher J. Brown, Printipal and Chamtte Manager
James D. Hill, Arrhitert and Urban Designer
Peter H. Brown, Principal, Archited, and Urban Designer
Alice Boedeker, Urban Designer
Emily Fischbein, Planner
Don Oelfke, Arcbited and Illustrator
Cathy Marek, Graphic Designer

Westgate/Belvedere Homes CRA
Jose Sosa, Executive Director
Sharon Sheppard, Administrative "\ssistant
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